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,s4 MAYOR YEISER VETOES THE 120,000 DARK
STREET RAILWAY FRANCHISE IN ANDERSON
HE POINTED OUT THE MANY SERIOUS DEF
ECTS IN THE
ORDINANCE, AND MADE A VIGOROUS TALK, BUT THE
COUNCIL BY A VOTE OF EIGHT TO TWO GAVE THI
RD
v"AGT2.1 TO THE BILL OVERT C.77.77F
STRONG DISAPPROVAL.
11.•=11111....•
MAYOR SAID TRACTION COEPANY WAS
TRYING TO GET CITY BY THE THROAT
Mayor Yeiser last night at the
council meeting vetoed the ordinance
creating a franchise for the street
railway company to extend its sys-
tem out Broadway from Fountain
avenue to Nineteenth street, over
Nineteenth to Gutbrie avenue, and
' along the avenue to the Mayfiel
d
road. Notwithstanding in his veto he
pointed out flagrant and serious
omisions in the franchise that are
detrimental to the city, the council
,went ahead and passed the ordinance
Over his veto, his disapproval being
sustained by only Crandall and Mey-
ers, while 11111, Katterjahn. Barnett,
McBroom, Kolb, Van Meter, Will-
iamson and Duval balloted to over-
ride the disapproved and give third
passage. One more vote on the
mayor's side, and his veto would have
been sustained.
One of the strongest speeches ever
heard upon the general assembly
chamber floor was made by Mayor
Veiser, who bitterly fought the fran-
chise upon the ground that it gave
tie city practically no protection
whatever against the grasping meth-
ods of the traction company. He
said that Joe. L Friedman and Wm.
F. Paxton, who were present at this
meeting, were there "lobbling" for
adoption of the ordinance over the
veto, and that the company of these
two men was trying to get the city
by the throat. In bis talk the mayor
asserted that the traction company
was out for all it could get at the
least cost and trouble, and were
overriding the rights of the citizens
of Paducah. For many minutes the
mayor made one of the most vigoroes
and strongest talks ever heard
against any illegal measure, cover-
ing the point entirely, and pointing
out where the corporation gets the
best of the city at every turn in the
franchise.
The veto he submitted was as fol-
lows:
To the General Couacil,
Paducah, Ky.
Gentlemen:
At the meeting of the council on
August sock, rgo6, there was given
second passage to an ordinance enti-
tled "An Ordinance creating a Iran-
chase to erect, maintain, and operate
a system of electric street railway, on
certain streets, in the City of Padu-
cah. Kentucky. for a period of so
years; and directing the, sale there
of." On September 6th, :god, the
Aldermen gave second passage to
the above described ordinance.
I am heartily in favor of extending
the street zar system in this city, with
the tmderstanding always that the
city's interests are, and should .b
e
protected by proper restrictions at
.all times.
This ordinance was drawn entirely
by the street railways' attorney, 
and
not by the city solicitor, whose dut
y
it is to draw such ordinances, an
d
pass on all ordinances as to whether
they are legal or net. The city solic
-
itor, as I understond it, has not pass-
ed on this ordinance.
This ordinance should conform to
the street railway franchise ordin
-
ances, here-to-fore granted and pass-
ed. but it does not in many particu-
lars. The special features to pro-
vide for, are mainly as follows:
rat. A time limit for commencing
and completing the construction of
the work.
and. Regulating the running of cars
and speed of same, and the continu-
ous operation of the service, on this
line.
3rd. Provision for the reconstruc-
tion of streets at any time with im-
-proved material, to be at the expense
of the traction company, for its prop-
Mr proportion at same.
4th. Provision 'for• switches and
-turn-outs, to be under the control of
the board of publie Works,
5th. Replacing tlie streets in proper
conditions, under control of the board
of public works.
6th. Provision for joint use of
tracks with any other company, sub-
- ject to a proper charge for same,
based on an estimate of the city en-
gineer for the coM cOnptrution.of
eti4h portion oi knelt* m
ay be
• .4%4 • • „.,0 xf,„
required for joint use, with any other
company, to be determined by the
board of public work a and approved
by the general council.
7th. The date of expiration of this
franchise should correspond with the
time stated for other present fran-
chises to expire, for the purpose of
Enabling the city to get a much better
consideration for a new combined
franchise of uniform conditions, witn
uniform expirations.
Regarding the extension of the
street railway line on Broadway, from
Seventeenth to Nineteenth street,
which is the most used thoroughfare
now entering the city, for that reason
I should be glad to have them aban-
don that much of their desired line,
and either go through Seventeenth
street from Broarway to the old
Clinton road, and thence to Nine-
teenth street if possible, or go out
Jefferson street to Twentieth or
Twenty-first street, and thence on
through by Guthrie avenue, .to .the
Mayfield road, as it is very necessary
in my judgment that Broadway
should be kept open and clear from
any more street car tracks, being now
very narrow between Seventeenth and
Eighteenth streets, and will be a very
expensive fill for the city to con-
struct, not-withstanding the proposed
agreement of the street car company,
to pay for 8 feet roadway, and exten-
sion of culvert over Bradshaw creek,
which is not embraced in this ordin-
ance, and which I do not consider a
fair consideration or share for the
traction company to assume, where
the cty would be obliged to pay for
extending this portion of Broadway,
to its full width of 66 feet, nor do
they propose to pay for maintaining
this additional bridge or culvert
I regard this ordinance insufficient
for the protection of the citizens of
Paducah, as I believe gentlemen, you
have certainly not seriously consider-
ed all the conditions surrounding this
matter, or looked into it as carefully
as you might have done; otherwise
,
this ordinance would not have receiv-
ed its final passage in its presen
t
form.
I am sorry indeed to have to dif-
fer with you to this extent but in 
do-
ing so assure you it is with no ill 
will
to the street car company, who
m I
regard as my friends and esteem v
ery
highly, and I shall be glad to 
aid
them in the extension of their l
ines
at all times.
To recapitulate my objection:
There is no time stated for the lay-
ing of these tracks.
And no regulation for opera
ting
cars on same every hour each way
, at
specified times.
Nor is there any provision for nul-
lifying this franchise for violation o
f
the contract, or uniform time 
limit
for its expiration.
For the foregoing reasons I can
-
not approve this ordinance, and 
re-
turn it to you without my 
signature,
and respectfully veto same.
Very Respectfully,
D. A. VEBER,
Mayor, City of Paducah. K
entucky.
MEETINGS OF BODIES.
Retail Merchants Hold S
ession To-
morrow—Pension Examiners
The 'Retail Merchants' A
ssociation
meets tomorrow evening in
 month-




Tomorrow at the office of one o
f
the members, Dr. Henry Du
ley, the
United States examiners hold 
their
monthly meeting to examine app
li-
cants coming before them desi
ring
pensions, increases in their grants, 
or
changes in the allowance.
• 
—Services are held at 7 o'clock
each marning this week at St.
Frances •de Saks, this being Rosary
Month.
—As D. L. Dennis, the baloonis
t,
was going up in his baloon Sunds,y
at Wallace park, he was swept
through the limbs of a tree, but not
Injured, as the rising baloon quickly
pulled him out of the brit:chef
without mishap.
ONE TOWN IS PRACTICALLY
WIPED OUT AND BRIDGES,
WASHED AWAY.
RAIN ADDS TO SUFFERINB
OF THE STORM VICTIMS
LESTITUTION AND DEATH
ALONG GULG COAST IN
VICINITY OF MOBILE.
Some of the Street-Cars Are Run-
ning and Gangs of Men Are
Clearing Away Debris.
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o WORM IS REPORTED
o APPROACHING YUCATAN
o Washington, Oct. I.—The
o weather bureau lastnight an-
o nounced that another "tropical
O disturbance" is reported as ap-
O proaching the Yucatan Channel
o from the East, but that there
o was no information available
o to the intensity of the storm.
o The approach of this second
o storm was reported to the bur-
o eats by the Belen College of,
o Jesuits at Havana, the same
o source from which the warning
o of the recent Gulf hurricane
O first emanated, and an institu-









HON. JOHk IC. HENDRICK UP
THERE IN INTEREST OF
GASOLINE EXPLODER WILL BE THE NEXT
AND BURNED LAD ATTORNEY-6ENERAL
CAPTAIN J. W. BUSH CON-
TINUES IMPROVING AT
SMITHLAND.
Officer Edward Alexander Is Con-
fined with Malarial Fever—T. P.
Dexter Operated On.
Charles Morgan, of South Fourth
near Ohio streets, came being serious-
ly burned Sunday afternoon as result
of using gasoline with which to get
up some hot air to inflate the balloon
he intended sending skyward. As it
is he is badly burned, and eyebrows,
lasi.es and hair singed.
The lad had a toy paper balloon,
and built a fire with which to make
the hot air to fill the affair. The
blaze did not burn satisfactorily, so
he got a can of gasoline, but did not
have time to use it, as no sooner did
he get to the blaze than the fumes
Hashed fire into the can and it ex-
ploded, sending the burning liquid
over him The ladi is the fourteen
year old boy of Blacksmith Edward
Mlorgan of South Third street.
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lawrenceburg, Ky., Oct. 1.—The 
Captain Improves.
recent heavy rains in this section of 
Word yesterday from Smithland
the state have caused over $39,
000 was that Captain J. W. Bush is great-
worth of damage to property in the 
ly improved, and the doctors believe
western end of Anderson "county and
have also caused heavy loss over the
Anderson line in Spences.
The town of Van Buren has prac-
tically been wiped out by floods, only
three houses having been left stand-
ing in a habitable condition. At All-
ensboro the loss is almost as great.
Crops along Salt river have been
ruined , while bridges over smaller
streams have been washed out and
roads are =passable.
Reports of Damage in Many Sections.
Mobile. Ala., Ott. t.—A heavy rain
storm, which is greatly interfering
with the railroad and telegraph com-
panies, set in last night and is sta:
on. No wind has accompanied the
rainfall as yet, but the downpour has
been exceedingly heavy and has en-
ormously increased the difficulties of
construction gangs.
It is feared too,, that it will cause
much increase of suffering and some
dtaths along the coast of the south
end of Mobile Bay. Many people
are homeless in that secticgo and
ate living in the woods with scanty
supply of provisions. The exposure
of another, storm cannot but have a
serious effect on the women and
children On Dauphin Island there
ore five htindred people homeless,
with only three small buildings in
which they can obtain shelter. De-
spite the fact that two relief expedi-
tions were sent out yesterday, there
are not more than enough provisions
for more than one day, and additional
supplies were sent down early today.
V.hile there is no suffering in Mo-
bile proper, there is urgent need at
many points on the south part of
the bay, and assistance for these peo-
ple will be gratefully received.
Negro Looters Arras
Arrests ,vere made at some fof the
lower coast resorts today of n groes
who were caught loottng some of the
wrecked houses, and it has been de-
termined to send additional details
of militia to Coden and other points
nearby to protect property. Word
was received last night that from
thirty to forty creoles on Menlouis
Island are destitute and in imminent
danger of starvation. It is doubtful.
however if anything can be done for
them before tomorrow.
The citizens of Mobile have under-
taken relief measures with energy
and are sending food and clothing to
the stricken points as rapidly as pos-
sible,' but there is much suffering at
various points td' which access is so
difficult that it is certain that great
suffering must follow. Next to food.
the great need is for clothing. Men
and women in some places have been
reduced to wearing coffee sacks for
clothing, and there are few sacks to
be had at that.
Clothing for Sufferers,
.The first thing done by the relief





Everybody Should Remeber to Regis-
ter Today, Else They Cannot Get
In General Election.
Hon. John K. Hendrick left Louis-
ville yesterday for a ten days' trip
to Covington, Newport, Maysville,
Lexington and other cities in the
Eastern portion of the state in the
interest of his candidacy for attorney-
general. fie will then return to his
borne in this city.
Yesterday was the last day in which
candidates could enter for state
offices, and when the books closed
at the Democratic headquarters in
Louisville it showed that the follow-
ing had entered:
United. States Senator—James B.





and J. K. Hendrick.
Auditor—Henry M. Bosworth.
Secretary of state—Hubert Vree-
land.
Treasurer—Ruby Laffoon.
he will be able to get out shortly. Superintendent of public 
instruction
He has been seriously ill for the past —E. A. Gullion and MI Ca 
Winfrey.
two weeks with an attack of heart Commissioner of agricultur
e—R. C.
trouble. He is the well known lawyer Crenshaw and J. W.
 Newman.
of that city. His son-in-law, Attor- Clerk, court of 
appeals—John B.
ney Charles Grasshans, has been at Cheneult.
his bedside for the past week, but the I
vie's. man's concidition was so much Register, Eeverybody.
better yesterday that Mr. Grasshant; Everybody should remeber to regis-
returned biome, and went to EV3' ter today at the voting booths, as
yille on busioness Mrs Grassham those who do not cannot vote in the
is still at Srnithland. I corning general election. The polls
i open this morning at 6 o'clock and re-
Policeman Sick. 
1main open until 9 o'clock this even-
Officer Edward Alexander is con 
i_ ng, The probabilities are that a sup-
fined at his borne on the South Side 
Plernental registration day will be
I held within a week or two by the
with an attack of malarial fever.
city officials, who bear the entire ex-
Railroad Fatalities. 
pe.nse. That of today is the first or
The average person looks 
upon t original registration day, and paid for
wtr with horror, yet in this conntryi 
out of the state treasury.
the. railroads kill and' maim more pen- 
emnsirs
ple than the conflicts between nations.
When war is declared between na-
tions we throw up our hands and look
on with amarement, praying for
peace, yet here at home the slaughter
of the people by the railroads com-
mand our attention for a day and
then we forget all about it. We could
never understand why people become
more concerned over what is happen-
ing away from home, and at the
same time fail to see some things
right under their very noses. In a
St Louis paper of recent date, the
following appears:
"Statistics covering the mortality
among passengers and employes on
American railroads in 1905 are again
eloquent in their argument for more
and better safeguards in the equip-
enesil and operation of trains. In the
twelve months ending June 30, 1905,
an average of twenty-six persons
were killed and 238 injured every day'.
In the entire period covered by the
interstate commerce commission's re-
port, 9,703 persons were slain and
86,00rifl others were more or less ser-
iously hiirt. One passenger out of
every 1.375,856 carried met death and
one in every 7o.655 was injured.
"All together, the casualties on
American railroads for a , year ex-
ceeded by nearly 20.000 those on both
the Japanese and guesian sides dur-
ing the siege of Port Arther, and
wete almost equal to one-fourth the
number of • Japanese and Russian
troops killed and injured during the
wet
eiTt is acknowledged', of course, tbst
travel on American railroads is be-
coming more nearly devoid of risk,
but there Is still room for the intro-
duction of reforms; that would reduce
the danger to a minimum. When the
orgeets and owners of railroad, find
that it is the part of economy as well
as of Humanity to supply theneceseary
safeguards the menace to life and
limb will he practically removed. En-




This evening the city Democratic
committee is called together for the
purpose of can‘assing the vote cast
at the recent municipal primary at
which time party nominees were
chosen for city judge, councilmen,
aldermen and school trustee. Several
attempts were made to hold this see-
sion, but each time the majority of
the members were prevented from




BUD I&OHUNDRO HERE TO




CAH DISTILLERIES CO. OF
CHARGE OF' SELLING.
Horace Garrett Will Have to Pay
tioo If He Bothers I. L.
Garrett Any. More.
Yesterday morning in the police
court Bud Mohuixtro was arraigned
on the charge of having illicit rela-
tions with a child under 16 years of
age. The judge continued the case
until tomorrow,
Nifiohundro is the man who is charg-
ed by his wife with having run away
from here several weeks ago with the
wife's own sister, Doyle Bradford,
who is only about lit years of age.
Hohundro was located near Ingleside,
Ballard county, Sunday, and arrest-
ed by Detective William Baker, who
went down after him and brought
the accused to this city where he
now occupies a cell in the jail.
Mohundro says he left his sister-
in-law at her aunt's, near Paris,
Tenn., while he came .back to his
former home near Woodville last Sat-
urday to sell a lot of goods and oth-
er things he had down there. He
intended returning to the girl when he
disposed of everything. He was driv-
ing along the road when caught by,
the detective. Yesteday morning a
brbtbet of the girl went to Paris for
her, and she will be brought home.
The police have been looking for the
recreant pair for two weeks nate, but
they succeeded in escaping detection
until 1sfohundro came beck home to
sell his gtxxis that he left near Ingle-
side when he moved to Paducah is
month Of two ago.
Lerha Johnston WS, fined $to and
costs by Judge Puryear yesterday on
the charge of disorderly conduct
Ernest Chnicrnt was given an las
seslsmy econatgant of $25 and costs for disor-d r 
. eineelptil
The petty larceny charge against
Ed Wood was continued until another
day.
A fine of $25 was given Florence
Greer, negrees, charged with disor-
derly conduct.
Until tomorrow vras centinned the
warrants charging the Paducah Dis-
tilleries company with selling liquor
without a license
The warrant accusing Coates Egg-
leston with using abusive language to-
ward Annie Cox at the latter's resort
on Court street was postponed until
today.
Xfter some evidence was heard in
the dee of Lyman Wilson the court
continued it until Bud Elrod is caught,
the latter being accused, in company
Beckham Speaks. with Wilton. of having held the boy
Tomorrow evening, at The Ken- of Mrs Thomas Pruett and pouring
tucky, Governor Beckham speaks in peppersauce into his eyes
the interest of hi, candidacy for Corner Wallingford was fined $25
United States senator. for disorderly conduct.
Horace Garrett was put under ;too
bond, which he will have to pay if he
does not keep the peace toward Ms
step-father, J. L. Garrett.
Railroad Commissioner.
Mac. D Ferguson, the railroad
commissioner from this end of the
state, is in the city in the interest
of his candidacy for re-election to
that position. He has opposition in
the person of Bunk Gardner, police
judge of Mayfield.
Babgy Will RM.
Although Judge Emmett W. Ru-
by did not state definitely yesterday,
he intimated in a way his intention of
running for city judge. There is rto
doubt but what he will be before the
republican convention, which gathers
next week to select the party nomin-
ees for municipal officers. George 0.
McBroom, is also an aspirant for
this nOtnination.
Dr. andMrs. Joseph Gardner of
Fifth and Clark, have a new girl baby
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. McMillen are
the parents of o fiine boy baby, at
tbeir home on Jefferson street.
Mr. G. M. Stonebraker left yester-
day for Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to be-
come yardmaster for the Rock Island
railroad. He resigned that position
berc with the I. C. and is succeeded
here by his assistant, J. Sullivan.,
who in turn is .succeeded by Kelly
Charleton, engine forankn.
L. T Comers, clerk of the steamer
linttorff. was held to the circuit court
grand jury on the charge of assault-
ing Cortz, C. A.. and R. L. Kelly,
brothere, during a fight aboard the
steamer one week ego Tfie warrants
against the Kelly's were dism'ssed
Henry Hennecanin was given a
continuance until Thursday of the
case charging hint with robbing Wit
A. Bethel of a $5 bill.
ROAD WORK.
Nothing Much Be Done Now Except
the Repair Wort
Supervisor Bert Johnson, of the
county public roads, has nobody at
work now upon the highways on ac-
count of the weather. Tie has about
exhausted all the money appropriated
to the road use, and says nothing
more will be dont this fall or winter,
except the general repair. work.
The hard rainfall, of the past week
did not damage any of the roads,
because the rain fell so steadily.
Dr. Grant Thompson, the nuselik.
has gone to "Central tYty tO Thre.
*
BRAIN FEVER 1"GET UP THERE,
CAUSES DEATH JUDE! GEE NOW"
MR. G. H. BRAN8FORD POSER
AWAY AT FULTON YES-
TERDAY.
Mr. Harry Evans Returner, From
Brom Bolivar, Tenn., Where
Wife Was Buried.
Yesterday morning at is o'clock
Fulton lost one of its best known
citizens, Mr.. G. H... Bransford, the
eoterprising business man of that
place. He passed away after a two
week's illness with brain fever.
The deceased was ss years of agt
and .is survived by four children,
Mrs. S. M. Cheek, of Prescott, Ariz.;
Messrs Clarence and Gideon Brans-
ford of Fulton and MTS. Clarence
Bennett, latter wife of the salesman
of Wale's clothing house of this
city. adIrs. Bennett had been at the
bedside of her father for some days,
while Mr. Bennett left yesterday af-
ternoon for Fulton to attend the fun-
eral ceremonies which will occur to-
day.
Buried His Wife.
Mr .Harry Evans, of the independ-
ent telephone company, returned
yesterday morning from Bolivar%
Tenn.,- where he carried the remains
of his wife. Mrs. Mattie Evans, and
buried them Sunday afternoon. The
deceased passed away at Memphis,
Tenn., where she has been since last
spring for treatment.
Died of Consumption.
Mr. Loftin Erwin died of consump-
tion Sunday morning at Riverside
hospital and the remains were ship-
ped this morning to Memphis for
burial. The deseased was 25 years
of age and resided with an aunt in
Si7 North Seventh street, this city.
Child Expired.
Maggie Mae, the it-months-old
daughter of Mk. and Mrs. Opie Crane
died Sunday night of summer com-
plaint at the residence, 1232 Bernheint
avenue. The funeral will be held this
afternoon at 2 o'clock at the resi-
dence, with interment following at
Oak Grove cemetery. Mr. Crane is
the harness maker.
++++++++++++4 •
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:That the French government has
begun the collection of phonograph
records of voices of famous singer!.
and 's preserving thorn in a museum,
is asserted by Alfred Clark in a re-
cent bulletin (No. 49) of the Ameri-
can Chamber of Commerce. The fol-
lowing abstract is from The American
Machinist (New York):
"Some three years ago Francesco
Tamagno, the Italian singer, whom
the world's critics have clamed as un-
doubtedly the greatest tenor of this
age, approached the gramophone com-
pany with the hope of obtaining a
few records of his voice to leave as
a legacy to his chi/deem He wished
them to enjoy his voice in the future,
when he himself would no longer be
able to sing to them. Tamegno him-
self was skeptical of the result, as
well he might have been, for tt was
the first time a really great singer had
sung into a talking machine, but the
records were successfully made and
have since become universally known
and admired. Upon Tamagaso's death,
which occurred so suddenly toward
the end of last year, these records
poeticised, at once an added interest.
and the t'rench government immedi-
ately considered the question of
founding a museum wherein the
voices of the greatest singers of the
present day couki be recorded for
the edification of future generations.
"In taking the initiative in this mat-
ter, the French government has fol-
lowed the best traditions of its prede-
cessors, who have always guarded so
jealously all works of art--a policy
which has made the French museums
probably the richest in the world.
"Tamagno's voice is the first to
have been so recorded The method
employed is interesting. The rec-
ords themselves, which have been
made on specially prepared plates,
have been enclosed in hermetically
sealed metal boxes crmtaiing a chemi-
cal compound to protect them for fu-
ture years. These boxes have been
engraved with the date ripon which
they are to be opened—one in fifty
years, another in one hundred years,
and so on, the dates having been oboe-
en to conform with the mimics) feu
tivitiet Which will kuodoubtedly take
place at.that time seThis means that
future generations s )1 be able to ett3
joy ,the voices of artists, long since
dead, and who,. otherwise, would have
been to them only a name, and they
will be able to compare the singer's
of their own 'naves winh•those of bys
cone generations. We know that
1414ilbtan was one of the. greatest so-
, wino! of her time. and yet we are tin.
able. to judge whether she is to be
compared with adelina Patti of ont
own.alayr •,1
:"This uncertainty will not exist in
tha4atnre, for the records will pernak
of absolute ccimparilon--aininks
. the perfection now atteined in the nit
eordieg of voices wihich are heing
placed in the museum at the Opera."
The Wingo Outlook gladly and
freely hails the glorious cause of the
workingman in whatever honest toil
he may rightfully and manfully eons
tribute his share. The habitual idler
and the inveterate loafer we scorn
with unmitigated contempt, whenever
and wherever he is found, regardless
of his social status or any assumed
prefiguration that apes the gentleman.
It should put a livid Wash of sharts.
on the face of any grown-up younk.
man who has not mapped out, or is
not pursuing the end of some worthy
avocation, to sit calmly by and watch
the efforts, of the immigration con-
vention as it wisely seeks to supplant
him with such man as will work. The
road to ease and contentment is a
mantle rarely thrown about the shoul-
ders of the young man who, like a
skittish colt, shies at a jab of honest
work; and too many promising young
men are observed in the category—
where men shrivel up—who, it Seems,
wit! not oil their hands at any sort
of upright manly labor, because the
case is one Where they simply do not
have to do so, says the Cartlook.
But in thus suiting their own pecu-
niary convenience, the responsibility
is not their own. More often it is
the orphaned boy, destitute and lack-
ing the iosidious foresight of well-
to-do parentage, who is the lad who
has learned to whistle the merry notes
of the lark's song, as he marches to
and from a hardy day of blessed, tri
umphal labor—a king of his kind—
happy and thrice blessed is he! With
his solicitous, doting, wealthy par-
ents to pacify, nourish and, coddle ev-
ery unstinted desire, he is accursed
with the idea that, no matter how
the winds dloth blow, the indulgent
father will foot the bill. His occupa-
tion from thenceforth is to sport. his
gentlemanly demeanor, in lolling
about, escorting the ladies—a rank
buffoon and an imbicile. Turn him
loose to hoe his own row, he'd car-
ry out the inclination of his parental
teachings and in dense ignorance dig




in the raising, yet the truth
out stern and implacable, that
weaves on the loom of
happiness, and the cloth so woven IS,
the price of worth and content..
merit; and it is the nondescript, ob7
scare workingman—the commoner-7-
who daily puts a shoulder to :be
wheel, who is fitter than the kings to
live the realities, not stsbeerfuges
which play, and then call it work.
Let the young man get inc the fry-
ing pan if you would learn him when
to jump: take off his gloves, put him
inside a pair of thin cottonade pants,
a Bopped It and brogan shoes ,then
say to the ol' ninle, "Get up there,
Jude! Gee now!"
ho FOR EACH BABY.
Martin's Cate, New York. Is Entitled
"Cupid's Bower."
New York, Oct. I.—In "Capin
Bower," or as it is sometimes called
by the uninitiated, the Cafe Martin,
of which Jean Baptiste Martin is the
proprietor, one can see nothing bat
smile, today, and three more, fat and
healthy, have been added to the al-
ready long list for whom the manager
stands sponsor. Three happy fath-
ers each have a $so bill in their pock-
ets that is to go toward a "nest egg"
in the bank account of the newly ar-
rives!.
Mi. Martin has always said that
early marriages tend toward sobriety
of living and closer application to bus-
iness. With the welfare of his res-
taurant and its employes at heart, a
little more than a year ago the man-
ager isstified all his help that in future
anyone getting married, no matter
how lowly this position in the hostel,
ly, would receive a reward of Stop
for his enterprise, and when a child
was born another bonus of 150 would
be given to the parents.
Altogether, since the Cupid cam-
paign was inaugurated. thirtysseven
$so bills have been given out by Mr.
Martin, making the expense he has
incurred' ,reanb the grand total of $5,-
050.
Rest
f str7171--se skies were sunshine
Our faces would be fain
To feel once more upon ahem
, The cooling plash of rain.
If all the world were mask,
Our hearts would often long
For one sweet itraie of silence
To break the endless lions.
If life were always merry, ,
Oar souls would seek relief
And rest been weary laughter
'In the qtfiet arras of grief.
--1-Hienry VanDylee.
Under the scepter of the czar
Russia liven thitty-eight afferent na-
tionalities, each epeaking its own lan-




HELD BY THE MAGIS-
TRATE&'
Judge Lightfoot Opened Quarterly
Coort, But Continued all the
Actions—Other Matters.
This inoraing the fiscal court of
this county will conveve its several
clay's session at the county court-
house. Many matters of importance
come up before, the justice of the
peace who compoSe the body, and
an,ng the gathering they will take
steps towards purchasing the furni-
ture Deeded to equip the new coun-
ty poor farm, which will be com-
pleted and ready for installation of
the furniture within the next few
weeks.
Quarterly Court.
Judge Lightfoot couvened his
quarterly court yesterday morning,
but did nothing except call the docket
all the cases being continued over
until the Fiscal court finishes its
business his honor beipg chairman
af that tribunal by virtue of 'his of-
fice as county judge. °
Ijcensed To Marry.
A marriage license was issued yes-
terday to J. H. Meyers, aged 6r of
Shawnee, Oklahoma, and Ethel Wells
aged 35 of this city. is the
third venture for the groom, who is
a minister of the gospel, and the
second for the bride. The clerk is-
sued also a license to Peter Burt,
aged 43 and Ella Baxter, aced 37, of
Illinois. This latter couple was mar-
red by Judge Lightfoot at the court-
house.
A colored pair getting a licenes to
wed was H. Clay Forger, aged 30 of
Baltimore, and Kitty McGill, aged 2I
of this city. It is the second mar-
rage for the bride.
:Property Sold.
Andrew P. Humburg has sold to
Wm. Englert for $800 property on
ifaratian boulevard. The deed was
lodged yesterday with the county
clerk for record.
'Margaret Arts transferred to D.
G Murrill for $1 and other consider-
ations property out about Twentieth
and Clark streets. Dr. Murrell deed-
ed to her, in exchange, some other
land of that vicinity.
Wants Divorce.
Ms. lirtnarsa 1-ilart has filed
suit for divorce in the carat court
against Leslie Hart, charging aban-
donment. They married at Metrop-
clis in 1999, and she wants posses-
sion of their six year old girl.
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(PrOsidence 'Everting anibunal
Fall news from the foremost seats
Of learning seems to warrant the as-
sumption that medium sized parents
with medium sized offspring are
about to come into their own. There
has been a period and a protracted
one, during which parents whose old-
est boy was not "large for his age"
were barely noticed in the settlenvent:
no more was their boy. In the ad-
vanced and even in the lower wades,
he demand has been erechteiveli fr”.
boys -between six and seven feel high,
with 5a-inch dist% and weighing from
aro to 23o pounds.
Such boys could make the football
teism and easily become distinguished,
and their prowl and fortunate parents
have been absorbing all the attention
and lording it over "society" with
great flourish. Their pictures and
their. houses have appeared in the
public prints, with cuts of the other
Children thrown in for goods meas-
ure, and they have had the front ;eats
and been "pointed' out" at the games.
'More than one 'family has beei?
"made" by an enormous and broad-
bouldered son who was on the foot7
ball team; and when smaller and pn-
ier sons returned home for the holi-
days not one of the girls behaved as
if she 'Mew that they had been away.
'But it is reported that the new and
more lady-like rules' which have been
adopted call for lighter and shorter
material, and the' handicap imposed
by the presence of the huge and- in-
flated athlete will be removed. The
new rules will not be popular, though.
In the slang of the day, when
a 'heavyweight scholar, wearies crimr
son bandages and plasters, collided
with an,,intellectual giant, wound
roiled with, blue bandages tUad alatt-
ters, there was eernetbinit t9
bp*, of, them, and the etoard, Witt
cl and entertained.
ts, when, they come togetheV
go into the ar like game .chid
eitiiin a pit, aod nobody will be itil4
'i 
of even,,huyt much.'
',lie 'tie* ettles will not last, bat
while they are receiving a trial *par-
enis with OvergrOwn "sons atill not
held all the'trurnp cardt in the social
pack. There is something for Which
to be thankful almost every season.
Apropos of football and the higher
STORMS AND DISASTERS OF 1906
The year 1906 has made a re•sord of
great natural convulsion :aid dis-
asters that few of its predecessors
have excelled, and which it may be
hoped none of its successors will
equal, says the Nashville Bannee.
These include a notable eruption of
Vesuvius, the earthquake at San
Francisco, the earthquake in Chili, a
great typhoon on the coast of China,
and the hurricane which has just
.wrought such sad havoc along the
gulf roast. Three months of the year
yet remain, but it is to be hoped that
the list of such calamitous visitations
which, it may contain is closed.
The scientists agree that there is no
essential connection between these
phenomena, but their recurrence with-
in short periods suggests to the pop-
ular mind some disturbed state of na•
tune that makes such violent exhibi-
tions of its itarces on the earth's sur-
face.
The equinoxial period is usually at-
tended by storms, and' they have been
of more than customary violence this
year. The typhoon that wrought dis-
aster at Hong Kong seems to have
had a sort of reactionary response on
this side of the globe in the gulf
coast hurricane. Such violent phe-
nomena have lbeen witnessed pre-
viously in both hemispheres in the
past. On October it, 1741, a destruct-
ive storm swept the east coast of In-
dia. 'Ilse water rose forty feet high—
er than ever before icuown, and it is
estimated that over 300,000 people
culture, it is observed that college stu-
dents, singly and in groups of threes
and fives, are beginning once more to
gather in college towns, and it is also
observed that they are rather more
important personages than were col-
lege students of fifteen or twenty'
years ago. That is, they give one
the impression that they take them-
selves far more seriously than did an
earlier generation. They wear the air
of the man of the world, the so-glad-
to-see-you-my-dear-fellow sort of air,
and are surrounded by the club at-
mosphere. Their greeting is formal
and effusive, somewhat bn the Vassar
order of greeting, and their hand-
shaking is something to wonder at
any study.
It goes Without saying that their
dress mildly disturbs the peace; it
has been doing that for a consider-
able period. It is not buttoned or
pinned or hooked up anywhere, and
it looks as if it might drop eff—the
whole of it—if a string. were pulled.
It is expected, too, that the sopho-
more will make it plain that be real-
izes he is no longer a freshman, and
that juniors and seniors will show
that they have been climbing. That
is natural. Scholars hove always
thus borne themselves since the be-
ginning. Bet manners have under-
gone a noticeable change.
In the old days the amenities and
proprieties received scant attention;
there was no oversupply of polite in-
names, and good names, SHRDIA1
tercourse. Students might have
names, and good names. but they
were not known by them Returning
at this season, you got a poke in the
ribs or a slap on the hada and were
called "shorty," for short. If that hap-
pened to be your nickname. There
were few formal greetines, and none
suggestive of Vassar, Smah or Bryn
Mawr.
AN IMPORTANT DECISION.
Of Interest to All Steamboat Own-
ers, Especially Towboats.
perished. Over woo vessels were
wrecked. On October so, 1780, prob-
ably the -worst hurricane on record.
visited the What Indies. Bridge town,
On the island of Barbadoes, was en-
tirely destroyed; St. Lucien, Granada
and St. Vincent were laid in waste,
1400 house S were blown down in
Port Royal, on the island of Marti-
nique; not a house was left standing
in St. iPerre, and many vessels were
dashed to pieces in those ports. The
loss of life was enormous, over s000
People having periled in St. Esacia
lope.
The storm that has just caused so
much damage in the gulf coast is
compared in the press dispatches to
that which wrecked Galveston. While
the storm may have been as violent,
the destruction has been by no means
so great as that at Galveston 'because
of that city's insular exposure. It
was estimated that b000 live were lost
in Galveston and the property de-
stroyed was valued at $2ocioo,000. The
recent storm extended over a wider
area than that which destroyed Gal-
veston. It visited the cities of Mo-
bile and Pensacola and numerous
smaller towns, and some days will
be required to determine the full ex-
tent of its ravages. First reports are
usually evaggerated, but it is certain
that great havoc has been wrought,
and there is much distress in the
hurricane's track that appeals for re-
lief.
passengers for hire, and the words
"carrying passengers" shall be con-
strued to mean "carrying passengers
for hire."
"In the case now under considera-
tion," reports the assistant secretary,
"the steamer R. L. Aubrey had been
regularly inspected as a towing
steamer. If, at the time of their ap-
plication for inspection as a towing
steamer, the owners of the R. L. Au-
brey had stated that it was their in-
tention on various occasions to carry
persons gratuitously, the officers pf
this department could not have re-
quired that vessel to submit to in.
spection in accordance with rules III
and IV, which are only applicable to
steamers engaged in carrying pas-
sengers for hire.
"It follows from the foregoing con-
siderations that the gratuitous carry-
ing of the employes, their families
and guests on board the R. L Au-
brey on July 7, tgp6, without a-pas-
senger certificate, cattnot be construed
to be a violtation of Section 407,
in view of the amendments to
rules III and IV of July 8, tgos."
The above decision is in direct con-
lflict to decisions rendered previously
and to the wording of the form of
permits used in the inspection service
granting towboats which have been
inspected for towing exclusively.
These permits are ordy granted to
towboats to carry such passengers as
are necessary to the legitimate busi-
ness of the aid boat. It does not
mean that boats are permitted to take
the families of the owners and crews
on an excursion, even though they are
not passengers for hire. Previous de-
cisions by officers of the treasury de-
partment have defined' the word "pas-
senger" as one who either pays hut
fare or is taloen free of charge, unless
he is a.ctually engaged in the carry:.
ing on of the business of the boat. Ita
view of the forms used permitting
towboats to carry certain passengers
and previous dkcisioirs, the 111)ove
seems somewhat out of order and
conllicting.—Waterways Journal.
Dispatches from Wa,iington an-
nounce that Assistant Secretary Wur-
raj of the department of commerce
and labor recently deeded in favor of
the People's Coal company of Pitts-
burg, owners of the towing vessel R.
L. Aubrey, in their appeal for relief
from a penalty of '$500 imposed upon
them by the surveyor of customs at
Louisville, Ky., on account of the
sinking of the vessel while carrying
employes of the vessel, their families
and friends on a pleasure trip on she
Ohio river. near Louisville, on July
7 last.
Accordtng to the letter of Mr. Mur-
ray to the Louisville surveyor, the
R. L. Aubrey bad been regularly in-
spected as a towing vessel; she also
had a special license unrkr the act of
February 23, Igo', and the persona
on board at the time of the accident
were being carried solely as an ac-
commodation and .without any cones-
pensation whatever.
The surveyor of CuMoMS at. Louis-
ville, held that the carrying of these
peraons on board the 'R. L A,uçey
was a 'carryiog,pit pameggers," nits
cou/dk le PUY 44, (690e.. wkly. . PPM er
passenger lieente end previous inspee-
Lion as a "steamer carrying passeni-
gers," ,by 'the 'wiper officers of thE
afeemboat , inopection bemiice. The
failure to secure toads inepectipn was
therefore ecouitrued by. ,the surveyor
to beit, violation of the, Jaw, awl II
fine, of, &too was iwtitPacti upon, t14
owners of the vessel.
The inspection, rules,1 Mr. ?Autrey
fields, were saneoded last pear .so thek
wherever the words:'peastenger *teal*
er," "Await r„spagrainc .,passengei
or "vessel earrying. ,paseengers" oc-
cur in this entire rule (Rule IV), the
t4id words thall be construed to mein
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New York, Oct. i.—Mrs. Louise A.
Collier, wife of "Willie" Collier, the
actor, was championed yesterday by
all the men passengers on a Broad-
wty surface car which was in charge
of a pugnacious conductor. As a re-
sult one of the men was arrested.
The trouble came about through
Mrs. Collier's anxiety to catch a car
for home. She had been playing ia
the Herald Square theater, and, 20-
companied 'by her, maid, tried in vain
to stop a northbound car. One of
the passengers rang the bell after the
car had passed the crossing, and the
car stowed, ,whereupon Mrs. Collier
and her Maid boarded it.
The conductor turned on Mrs. Col-
lier and began abusing her because 
she delayed him. Other passengers
took Mrs. Collier's part, and the dis-
cussion became warm. The conductor
invite&theinen pa,secogers toget off
and championahecanie of the wont-
an,with,thaie fiats, and every man on
the oar atiesivered the challenge and
got off.
„Soon after the conductor complain.-
ed, to a policeman that Mr. J. De
Lyon "Hough, a broker, had beatenhim on the head and shoulders nit%
a,icarte.
,,?Alr.,ihough was teloen to the police
stat *911tind promptly discharged. .1,
rce melts at 32 degrees, wax att49 degrees, lead at 626, degrees, add
platinturr at 3132 degrees.' •1
The biggest farms in thriorotte art
In,' South' Australia, where ,tht gent-
Int squatter •hokls .711,000 acres.
Dr. NW 100
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device of bronze exactly similar hav-
a ing been used zoo° years ago by the
air Romans to attach the leather covers•
to- their metal belts and for other
purposes. It was the same way with
the safety pin, which is an ancient
contrivance
Metal Substituted for Cork.
One of the moat profitable of small
Inventions was the metal cap now used
so extensively for beer bottles, as a
substitute for a cork. At d. almost
equally well known is the glass lem-
on squeezer, which has the advantage
of being clean and acid proof. Five
thousand dollars is said to have been
paid for the squeezer to its inventor,
but that is only a trifling fraction of
the money derived from it. The ice
shaver, so useful for compounding
drinks, is yet another example in the
same line.
The person who thoogfit of making
a seamless shield for women's dresses
with a sheet of rubber between two
layers of cloth, clerkly found him-
self in possession of a fortune. His
name is Carsfiekk
It is men who produce most of the
new contrivances for women's corn-
fort—, rule to which no exception is
found in the substitute for whalebone
known as "featherbone." But how did
the idea first suggest itself that the
quills or chickens, ducks and geese,
woven togethe; in strps, might take
the place of whalebone in women's
gowns? It was certainly a fortunate
discovery, inasmuch as chickens are
always plentiful, whereas whales are
• becoming steadily scarcer.
Shoe buttons in former days were
constantly coming off. A man named
Heaton, residing in Providence, no-
ticed the fact and devised the metal
• button fastener, which is now uni-
versally used. It brought him a for-
tune
Dennison gained a big fortune from
his idea for a shippittg tag, yet how
simple and even how obvious it was?
All tags previously known tore out
at the tie hole. Why not put a card-
board re-enforcement around the
bole? Presto! The 'problem was
aolved and today such tags are in
universal Use.
The every-day can opener is a lit-
tle invention that was profitable. To
use it involves some labor, however,
and these are days when people do• 
• not like to take much trouble about
anything. So, not long ago, an en-
terprising person devised a can with
a rim just belo# the top, the metal
being so bent that a stroke with a
hammer would bteak the top off.
Cans made in this way cost only a
cent a thousand more than ordinary
cans, and zo,000,000 of them were, at
onoe ordered by a Chicago packer.
Within six months the inventor
found himself the possessor of a for-
tune.
Who was the woman that first
thought of bending a hair pin out of
shape in order to make it bold bet-
ter? The idea must surely date a long
way back—though the hair pin itself
is not so very ancient. In earlier
• times women used hair pins that re-
sembled modern hat pina, and it is a
mystery how they kept their tresses
in place, but one day not long ago a
man saw his wife bend a hair pin to
make it crooked, sod an idea struck
him which took the shape of the
crinkly hair pin now so popular.
'A hook and eye with a mud; ad-
vertised "hump" has earned a great
fortune ,for its owners—though, as a
-matter of fact, the hump was not a
new idea, and the feature • on the
strength of which the contrivance was
FORTUMES IN LITTLE THINGS
BY RHINE BACHIS.
• The glass thumb tack, which is patented hiid relation to something
.1,17elding to its originator a small for- else.
tune annually, is the latest of a long Money 'In Sinoke Catchers.
aeries of inventions, small and tri- The inverted glass bell to protect
Sing, that have been enormously prof- ceilings froth the smoke of gaslights
Iitable. made a large 'fortune for its inventor;
To become rich, think of some lit- and 'the same may be said of thela-
. tle thing that the publ'c wants, add sprinefingers of brats foilhold-
• supply it. One of the most remuner- ing lamp chimneys. It IS said that the
oft -ative contrivances ever invented sold patentee in the latter case received
for only a cent. It was the famous $50,000 for his idea.
goy called the "return ball," which, A thumb latch brought wealth to
with the help of a rubber string fast- two New Haven men, Philos Eli and
uned to a ring on the finger, flew back John A. Blake. The automatic ink
to the hand that threw it. Many mil- stand, which offers to the pen user a
lions of the small wooden spheres, , never-varying supply of ink, was
painted red, the rubber and attached worth $200,000 to its originator.
Anger ring being thrown in for the Housewives used to have a lot of
penny, were sold, and the inventor's trouble in cleaning knives, mainly be-
profit is said to have amounted to cause it was difficult to scrape the
4fro,cx..o a year. pu. ..:er from tc brc used for the
The collar button that turns down Purpose. But it occurred to tomc-
at the back, preventing the "hiking body that the brick) material might
up" that is so disagreeable, was a just as well be sold in the form of
powder put up in neat packages, and
life.the idea made him independent for
One has only to hit upon one of
these little ideas to be freed from
the necessity of working for a living
any longer—a fact which Hymen L.
Lipman of Philadelphia ascertained to
his own satisfaction when, in 1858, he
patented the India rubber pencil top.
This was nothing more than a bit of
rubber inserted into the butt end of
the pencil, but it brought troomoo.
The barb-wire idea for fences was
anotiler profitable inveirtion ;and still
another was the metal plate for pro-
tecting sole or heel of a shoe. Last
year 150,000,000 of these plates were
manufactured.
who patented it in 1867. Neverthe-
by the difficulty of picking up coins 
Somebody who had been annoyed
less. it was in reality an old idea, a
from shop counters devised the rub-
ber mat with rubber bristles, now so
well known. - It brought in $5o,000 in
cash, and was worth the money.
The timpler the idea, the more
money it seems to be worth. What,
for example, could be more simple
than a wooden shoe peg? Yet no-
body thought,of such a thing until it
occurred to the mind of a Boston
man, B. F. Sturtevant. It brought
him millions, but he went crazy 'itn.d
his good luck never brought him any
satisfattion. The copper toe for chil-
dren's shoes was the invention of a
Maine farmer. His boys kicked out
their boots and he found thtat by
applying metal strips to the toes, he
could make them last three times as
long. The patent covers shoe tips of
silver and other metals, but copper
is preferred.
great boon to mankind. It was in-
vented only about twenty-five years
•4 ago, and is said to have earned roy-
alties of $20,000 per annum for a long
period. Equally profitable, it is un-
derstood, was the ball and pocket
clasp now so commonly used for
gloves and pocketbooks. At the pat-
ent office, by the way, it stated
that, in order to be popular, a clasp
must have an audible dick in closing.
llowever meritorious • in other re-
spects, it will fail to please if it lacks
this essential.
The brass paper fastener, now so
familiar, is one of the most famous
of small inventions, having earned
a large fortune for a government
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Louisville, Ky, Oct. 1 —Louisville
Lodge No. 8, B. P. 0. E., has sent
Mr W. C Nones, president of the
Kentucky Anti-Tuberculosis associa-
tion, a check for $3394 ao, the pro-
ceede of an entertainment given un-
der the auspices of the lodge for the
benefit of the association. Accom-
panying the check was the following
letter:
"W. C. None!, President of the
Kentucky Anti-Tuberculosis Associa-
tion—Dear Sir: It is our pleasure to
hand you herewith check for $3.394.3o,
being net proceeds derived from the
entertainment given under the aus-
p.ces of Louisville Lodge No. 8, B.
P. 0. E., for the benefit of your as-
sociation.
"Among the many charities which
it has been the pleasure of this lodge
to aid, none has received a more thor-
ough co-operation of our member-
ship than this one. We trust that the
good work you have undertaken will
meet with continued success and that
you may have the assistance of the
public in placing your association up-
on a sound, financial basis, for no
charity should appeal more strongly
to the citizenship of this conirnuaity.
than the organization you represent.
With best wishes we remain yours
truly,






When I remember something which
I had,
But which is gone, and I must do
without,
I sometimes wonder how I can be
glad,
Even in cowslip time, when the
hedges sprout;
It makes me sad to think of it—but
yet
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When I remember something prom-
ised me,
But which I never had., nor can
have now,
Because the promises we no more
see
In countries that accord a mortal
vow;
When I remember this I Musnor--but
yet
MY happier days are not the days
when I forget.
—Jean Ingelow.
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Honolulu, Oct. 1.—The Honolulu
Kennel club, which is to give a bench
show this month, has included in its
prize list a class of dogs which is
probably without precedent in dog
shows the world over.
This class, for which substantial
prizes are offered, includes all breeds
of edible dogs—that is, dogs bred and
raised to supply an article of food.
The native Hawaiians, or at least
a large class of them, are fond of dog
served at their luaus, or native feasts.
Not that this is openly proclaimed,
but it is one of the facts of life and
custom here which, while seldom, for-
mally admitted or avowed, are never
seriously denied, and is universally
accepted. Dogs of several breeds suit-
able for food are raised by the Ha-
waiians, although they are all usually
classified under the generic name of
"poi dogs."
But it it not wholly on account of
this custom among the Hawaiians
that the Honolulu Kennel club has de-
rided to make awards in this class.
The probabilities are that had it not
been for another circumstance the
usual policy of ignoring the fact of ed-
ible dogs would have prevailed. The
new fact is the announcement
,
Albert F. Judd is shortly to bring
from the Philippines about two hun-
dred families of a Northern Luzon
tribe of Filipinos, who are said to be
great dog eaters. Judd went to the
Philippines some months ago to se-
cure, if possible, an immigration from
there to furnish labor for the plants-
ttions. ;The Philippinle commission
cordially approved the plan and gave
what aid it could. It was announced
some time ago that an experimental
colony of two hundred families would
arrive within a few months. The an-
nouncement was not made by the
planters that these prospective im-
migrants were dog eaters. That in-
formation was not officially or public-
ly arrnunced by any one. But the
announcement came and was clan-
destinely spread and widely believed.
One of the first results was a great
stimulus to the breeding of edible
dogs, the idea taking half of many
of the native Hawaiians that such
dogs would command a high price as
goon as these dog-eating Filipinos
arrived.
In view of the fact that an increase
in the industry of raising edible dogs,
arid the interest aroused among the
native Hawaiians concerning them,
and Kennel club decided to ieceive
entries and award prizes in the class
of edible dogs.
• -•
Mr. Hall Caine makes a practice
of visiting every place he intends to
describe in a novel. When engaged
on a story he writes on an average
1500 words every day.
ANNOUNCEMENT
WE EXTEND TO mix
FRIENDS THEI SEASON'S
GREETING, AND WITH IT AN
EARNEST INVITATION TO
CALL TO SEE OUR HANDSOME
LINE OF FALL AND WINTER
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
SUITINGS AID OUR PRICES
WILL SUIT YOU.
a
Dicke & Block, 516 Bway.
Cyclone Ingram•
$6.00 FOR $1,000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Well & Co.,
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W. R. Hearst's Views.
If there is any one man in the
United States that the "criminally
tich" would like to destroy, it is
William Randolph Hearst who is do-
ing more to expose the thieving cor-
porations than ,any other ten men in
this country. He has the money, the
ability and the newspapers with
which to take up the battle of the
people and he is making great head-
way in the battle royal that is now
being fought. He is being vigorous-
ly denounced and villified by every
corporation organ in the land togeth-
er with their attorneys and other
hirelings. If Mr. Hearst was not a
formidable foe they would not be
heunding him, but he is, able to hold
his own, and as fast as the people
realize how great a fight he is put'
ting up for them, they rally to 'his
astistance and join in the battle. If
every, man in this country who stands
for law, order and equal rights to
all, would make up his' mind to
stand by those who are waging the
fight for him and refuse to aid or sup-
port the other side in any manner
whatever, the "criminally rich" crowd
'would be routed and put clean out of
business in a very Short while and the
pcomeg themselves obtain the great
benefits that are now monopolized
44 enjoyed by the army of schemers
that is scattered from the Atlantic to
the Pacific oceans and from the lakes
ts the .gulf.
The filings for which Mr. Hearst
stands were outlined in his speech
at Madison 'Square Garden last Fri-
day night, when he said:
"My program is not socialism or
radicalism, or extreme of any kind.
"I call it Americanism. And to my
n.ind it is. simply a plan to put into
practical operation the American
Cheory of government.
'I believe in the impartial en-
forcement of the laws that exist. Let
the officers of the law and the courts
and the people themselves consider
the rich and powerful thief as much
a criminal as the weak and insignifi-
cant law breaker.
"At present .there are two elastics
in this country—one class that goes
to jail fos a crime, and the other
class that does not.
"Let those who oppose class preju•
dice equally .oppose class distinc-
tion.
"At present there are two classes
in this country—those who pay for
and profit by corrupt legislation and
those who pay tribute to corrupt cof-
porations, politically- favored.
"Let those who oppose class pre-
judices equally oppose class legisla-
t:on.
"I believe in independence among
patriotic citizens irrespective of
party prejudice. Party prejudice does
not blind the privileged few to their
interests, let it not blind the people
to their own interests.
"I believe itt_public ownership of
public utilities. I believe chat the
protective principle is valuable in
itself,but has been shamefully ex-
tended and outrageously abused. I
believe in protection for infant in-
dustries. I believe in protection for
Ameritan labor.
"I believe American labor should be
protected against Chinese labor and
against the entering wedge of Ori-
ental conditions.
"The government seems to be able
to adequately compensate and care
for American promoters, directors
and managers and occupants of such
profitable positions. I feel it could
do the same to American working-
=en if they had the same influence.
"I believe that there should be no
protection for oppressive trUsts • and
for ten years I have carried that mot-
to in my editorial columns. I believe
•
the tariff should be modified and
public ownership inaugurated, but
that both should be done cautiously
and conservatively, with due regard
to the stability of business interests
and the perpetuation of the prosper-
ity on which we all depend.
"I believe in the restraint and reg-
ulation of trusts and monopolies by
law. I believe in the prison penalty
for the responsible representatives of
criminal combinations.
10Ine kiw-defying milliionaire in
jail will do more than any other sin-
gle thing to regulate trust inquiry
and elevate the moral tone of the
community.
"I believe in the regulation of rail-
road rates, that the farmer and ship-
per may not be robbed of the price
of their product nor deprived of their
proper share of the prevaifing pros-
perity.
"I believe in direct nominations and
open primaries. I believe in the elec-
tion of United States senators by
the people and pledges by the people.
I believe in purity in politics.
"I believe the man who gives a
tribe should go to jail, even if the
wretch who receives the bribe goes
free.
"I will run in this campaign, not
merely representing the independ-
ence league, not merely the demo-
cratic party, but, I hope, the people
of the state of New York. I ap-
peal to them and make my pledge to
them to retain for them the rights
they still have, and to restore to them
the liberties they have lost."
Before and After.
The Louisdille Herald scores
heavily on Col. Bennett H. Young
when it contrasts his present attitude
on public franchises as the paid
attorney of the Kentucky Traction
Company with his attitude on the
same question in i8elo as a delegate
to the constitutional convention when
the present constitution of Kentucky
was adopted. At that time he spoke
f!'om his heart and-his words were in
defense of the people, but today as
the attorney of a corporation, engag-
ed in franchise grabbing, he is found
on the other side of the question.
Col. Young is a distinguished law-
yer and is a man with a mature mind.
If he entertained certain views as
the representative of the people six-
teen years ago, and today has gone
over to the other side„ would it be
unjust to say that the money consid-
eration in the way of a fee is respon-
sible for his change? If this be true,
how much better is a lawyer, who
suffers his opinions and views to be
changed by a monetary consideration,
than any other man who will permit
a money consideration to influence
him? We know that it is a common
practice for laywers to be engaged on
one side of a question and then turn
right around and take a case on the
other sid.c They may be able to re-
ccncile themselves to such inconsis-
tencies, but a great many people dc
tiot coincide with that view.
But to return to the Herald and the
attorney—That newspaper prints the
following on the subject:
Col. Bennett H. Young, who has
'been before council committees and
others as the attorney of the Ken-
tucky Traction Company, is quite
within his rights in advocating on
behalf of those who have retained
him the giving away of city fran-
chises, but here is another opinion,
and this is Col. Young's sound judg-
ment, uttered in a history-making
convention, and without prejudice.
The extract is from debates of the
constitutional convention **. of 1890
during the discussion of the section
relating to the sale of franchises. Col.
Ycrung said:
The fifteenth section of she report
is also designed to correct a very
grevious and widening evil. In this
State most valuable municipal fran-
chises have been bestowed upon fav-
orites or schemers, and the municipal
treasury robbed of millions of dollars.
The franchises in the city of Louis-
ville given away or secured by an im-
proper influence over its council,
would today pay over half of its
$to,000,ocio debt.
) Almost every street has been cov-
ered with railways, every sidewalk
lined with telephone and electric
poles, many passways filled with con-
duits for wires, and never a single
dollar gone into the treasury of the
city. This great population has not
been. gathered without vast outlay,
and these streets have only been
built by the expenditure of millions
of money, and many franchises must
be of enormous value. Upon what
system of government or what pro-
franchises worth millions to aliens or
favorites be justified
These franchises honestly and just-
ly belong to the people at large, to
the municipality itself, and they
should be disposed of for the bene-
fit of the body politic, and not hand-
ed over to a few unscrupulous muni-
cipal leeches.
True, nearly everything any of our
cities may possess has been gobbled
up and covered by the grants made
by obsequious legislative bodies; but
'if there is anything left, if any new
invention shall ever add anything to
the franchise, which may grow into
value hereafter; then, in the name of
decent, honest and respectable gov-
ernment, let us here declare by the
organic law that the volu of such fran
&is shall go into the public treasury,
and not be farmed out to corporation-
ists and robbers. Such a provision,
enacted twenty years ago,, would have
saved the eity of Louisville alone
$6,000,000.
. Street Loafer Nuisance.
The attention of the police depart-
ment is again called to the great
crowd's of loafers that daily congre-
gate at Fourth and Broadway. The
blockading of those corners by the
loafers has long since been declared a
nuisance by the people of Paducah
and it should be suppressed. The
wives, mothers and daughters of this
city cannot go shopping without hav-
ing to elbow their way through that
gang and if the police cannot keep
that corner clear, then the general
council should take steps to give the
people relief. The tax payers of the
city employ police to keep the streets
clear and unobstructed, and as be-
tween the danger of falling over piles
of rubbish and building material in
the streets and the insults and em-
barrassment forced upon the ladies to
get through the crowds at that cor-
ner, we prefer the danger of obstruc-
tions in the streets.
Efforts are being made to make
Paducah a respectable city—new
streets and sidewalks are being built
and other means employed to prog-
ress. N'ilhat does a stranger think of
a city that permits from fifty to one
hundred loafers to stand on the most
prominent corner in tile city all day
long, spewing tobacco joke. on the
sidewalk aind blocking the wity of the
ladies, children and business men?
Why is the police department so con-
siderate of that gang? What right
or business have they to stand
around on the corners? If they have
work to do, let them go to it, and if
not let the police keep them moving.
A number of Independence Leagues
have been organized in Indiana by
William Randolph Hearst. '.he ob-
ject of the leagues is to protest
against., and to oppose bossism in
politics.
Such leagues will find a fruitful
field in Kentucky, and it is only a
matter of time before some of them
will be organized in this state. One
such league in Paducah would be of
vast value to the common people, and
protect this fair city from the cor-




WIDOW SUES LIQUOR DEALER
FOR DEATH OF HER
HUSBAND.
Man Said to Have Bought Whiskey
From Defendant and Was
Drowned.
Princeton, Ind., Oct. r.—After be-
ing out several hours the jury in the
damage suit of Cecila Liaise against
John Buchart, on change from Dubois
county, brought in a vertelict at to
o'clock this morning giving the plain-
tiff judgment in the sum of $5,000 for
the death of her husbanck
The plaintiff sued for $to,000 and
she fact that she received half of that
amount was a surprise, not only to
the defendant but to the plaintiff as
well. Immediately after the verdict
was rendered the defense made a mo-
tion for a new trial alleging that the
verdict was exorbitant and not in
keeping with the evidence. The mo-
tion has not yet been !Wit upon by
the court.
John G. Lichte, husband of Mts.
Licht*, was drowned in a small
stream he ria.s attem 0 'lt os tOrd f-P a
cess Of reasoning can the granting of ter it bad been swollen to a:raging
SKIDOO" FOR
BUCKET MPS









Ed Esker Refused Saloon License
For Fear He Is Getting It for
Mr. Overstreet.
During the meeting of the council
last night first adoption was given
an ordinance prescribing that after
the first of next year, commission
houses, of "bucket shops" shall not
bc permitted to operate in this city
on account of they being detrimental
to the community. The measure pro-1
vides that if any shops. of this char-
acter open, the proprietors shall be
fined from $25 to $roo for each day
they operate. The establishments
are those wherein people speculate
in the wheat stock market and deal
in other similar commodities, where
money is lost and won.
Mayor Yeiser during the meeting
presented his veto to the ordinance
empowering the street car company
to extend its tracks from Broadway
ond Fountain avenue, out Broadway
to Ninteenth, then over the latter
thoroughfare to Guthrie avenue, and
along the avenue to the Old May-
field road. The veto is printed in full
in another column, and shows where-
in the city is not protected. The
council at first decided to let the
veto go over until the next board
meeting before acting on it, but after
voting to this effect, re-considered
the matter, took up the veto at once
and overrode it by passing the or-
dinance for the third time, which is
necessory when the mayor disap-
proves of a measure.
Permission was given the street
car company to leave its old rails on
Twelfth from Trimble to Burnett
sti eets. When the company took up
some of its old tracks this summer
and laid new ones, it was understood
that the tracks were to be taken up
on the streets abandoned, but now
the concern wants permission to
leave those tracks on Twelfth mad
it was given them.
The council rejected 1) ds put in
by coal dealers who agree to furnish
fuel to the city for certain prices.
The rejection was made in order that
new bids could be received. The
Sihrtonville Coal Company agreed to
furnish lump for $1.35 per ton, nut
for $1 per ton, and pea -lack for 25
cents.. The West Kentucky Coal
Company agreed lo supply the fuel
for it cents per bushel for lump.
in cents per bushel for nut.
Mayor Yeiser reported that () com-
plaint had arisen on account of the
city weigher issuing weight certifi-
cates on goods weighed over scales
other than the city's, l lit that he,
the mayor, had warned the weigher,
uho promised this would not be re-
peated.
Engineer Washington informed
the council that Engineer Alvord of
Chicago had written he would short-
ly have the plans and specifications
for the second sewer district complet-
ed and forwarded here.
An ordinance was ordered brought
in for adoption, providing that
concrete sidewalks srall be put on
Eighth between WaselSngton and
Norton streets.
The city soli it
look after the
was directed to
s interests in the
case where Addle Crutchfield sues
the municipality for $ro,000 damages
on account of her husband being
killed when he rode his bicycle off
the steep approach to the Sixth street
bridge across Island creek.
The board ordered that John, Gol-
ightly and H. H. Evans be returned
the money they put up on applying
for a saloon license that was refused
them.
The city solicitor and street com-
mittee were authorized to ascertain
the best way possible of getting the
right for the city to lay underneath
peivate property the mains for the
river by a cloudburst in the hills to
the northward of where Lichte was
trying to cross. The plaintiff alleged
that Buchart sold her husband liquor
until he became irresponsible and that
in his effort to get home lost his lift.
The tragedy toold place on a Sunday
evening last year.
Mrs. Lichte has also a suit pending,
claiming damages for her little daugh-
ter, who was left fatherless by
Lichte's death. She asks $10.000
damages in this suit.
Buchart, the salooniet, is said tin
be one of the wealthy men of Duboie
county and has a general store and
saloon at Snellville, a village in Du-
bois county.
,
Lots of shoes that are "good for
anything else.
Good material and good workmen
ing shoes.
A look at, a try on and a term
MEM
For
Men and Woenm 4
the money" are not good for
produce stylish, good wear-
of wear is what we ask
of you now and we shall win your regard for
MINT SHOE
MEN AND WOMEN, PATENT, CALF AND VICI KID.
BUTTON, BALS, AND BLUCHERS
COCHRAN SHOE CO.
405 BROADWAY.
"ONE PAIR SELLS ANOTHER---THAT'S QUALITY."
&MM..
The Oldest Continuous Honest
PAWNBROKER





Gov. J. C. W. Beckham
Will address the citizens of Paducah.,
and McCracken County at
THE KENTUCKY THEATRE
Wednesday night, October 3rd, 1906
At eight o'clock, in the intereet of his.
candidacy for the U. S. Senate.
storm sewer dis-
board approved the alder-
request that the board of
reduce the street department
expenses to a minimum, account the
appropriation for this work having
been exhausted.
There was killed the aldermanic
request that an ordinance be adopt-
ed compelling people inside the pres-
ent sanitary sewerage district to do
away witi• surface water closets af-
ter the first of next year.
The board of works was asked to
have a street light put at the North
end of the bridge spanning Island
creek on South Sixth street.
The water ,committee was directed
to look into the question of having
renewed the city's contract with the
pr,vate water company to furnish
water to the municipality for fire and
street purposes. The 'contract is a
twenty year one and expires this
fall.
Auditor Kirkland's report showed
73985.83 'in the city treasury Sep-
tember 1st; $27,20696 spent during
September; $5,689.62 received during
the month leaving a present balance
October TO of $52.468.49.
Bills Amounting to $15.806.58 were
allowed.
The sum of $2oo was allowed to
aefray the expenses of the Paducah
delegation that goes this month to
attend the annual convention of the
(hic) Valley Improvement Associa-
tion, which is the body trying to se-
cure from congress appropriations
slifficient to build locks and dams
along the Ohio river so a g foot stage
of water can be had the year round.
Mayor Yeiser and the finance com-
mittee were authorized to borrow
what money is needed to pay the city
tills until the December taxes come
in.
The mayor was directed to adver-
tise for bids from dealers, showing
for what they will furnish feed for
the city's horses.
It was 'directed that W. C.
O'Bryin's papers be returned to him,
wherein he wanted, to dedicate cer-
tain streets in O'Bryan's addition to
the city, but which dedication was re-
jected.






sitipulating that concrete sidewalks
shall be laid on Farley street from
NOeyer to Short. and then along the'
latter to Clements street.
Second adoption was given the or-
dinance submitting to the people of
this city at the coming general elec-
tion, the question of voting $roossoo
bonds for city park purposes.
Second adoption was eiventhe or-
dinance calling for sidewalks on Sixth -
between Tennessee and Norton
streets.
• Second passage was giver the ordi-
nance providing that Clay shall be
graded, and graveled from Sevens
teenth to Ninteenth, and that similar
improvements shall be made on Boyd
between Sixth and, Seventh- streets.
It was ordered that a measure be
brought in for passage providing tits*
concrete sidewalks be laid on Foun-
tain avenue between Broadway and
Jefferstin streets.
Nothing was done with the request
that sidewalks be laid on Tifeyers to
Bridge street and then on the latter
highway to the public school in Me-
chantcsh rg. There was also laid
over, without anything being done,
the the request that South Eleventh'
he traded and graveled from Clark
to Tackson streets.
The board of. works was asked to
have a fire hydrant placed at the
middle of the block on Washington
between Second and Third, and, an-
other pot in the center of the block
between First and Second on Wash-
tion street.
Chief James Collins of the police
forge reported that during September
be collected $439 police court fines,
$104.10 costs, while $70 was re-
plevined, $,5o appealeit and $7 left on
hand for collection.
Saloon licensee were granted the
followiltrfitliSple to open at the num-
ber indicated; )4 IT. +Gallagher at. 829
Trimble; H. T. Vogel at 121 Ken-
tucky aventie;)S. John Lanham, 1145
South Fourth; Tinsley and son, Sixth
and Finley. The application of
George H. Goodman for a wholesale
beer license was referred back to him,
as it did not show the street number
of the proposed business house. The









.*PRINCIPALSHIP OF M'KINLEY I u7FRN[
SCHOOL FOR MISS MORGAN LUL
'ARBITRATION COMMITTEE LAST EVENING DECID
ED THE
POPULAR AND EFFICIENT TEACHER SHALL HAVE 
THAT
POSITION, WHICH IS MORE PLEASANT AND 
HIGHER
SALARIED THAN THE ENGLISH TEACHERSHIP—CON
TRO-
VERSY BROUGHT TO CLOSE BY THIS DECISION.
The many friends of 1.1Uss Emmi
Morgan will be pleased to learn that
she has been upheld in her contention
for a position in the public school
controversy, and given place by the
arbitration committee during the
meeting of the latter body last even-
ing at the office-of Mr._Eli G. Boone
on Broadway. She is assigned to the
principalship of the McKinley build-
ing, which pays a much higher salary
than the English teachersiiip in the
high school, and which principalship
she desired much more than she did
the high school place. This now
settles the question, and this evening
at the meeting of the school trustees,
the decision of the arbitration body
will be reported, and she elected to
the McKinley building position, which
she immediately assumes and con-
tinues to hold until the -ilia of the
present seholestic term.
Last evening another several hours'
meeting was held by the arbitrators,
cello had much evidence again before
them from the superintendent, Miss
Morgan, Professor Payne and others.
'About it 0'61A the matter came to
a close by adoption of the following
resolution.
We. the committee appointed by
the board of education of the Paducah
public schools for the purpose of ad-
judging whether Miss Emma Morgan
should be given a place in the public
schools, beg to submit the following:
The objections raised against Miss
Morgan are as follows: i. Insubor-
dination; 2. Inefficiency. (a) in class-
work. (h) in discipline; 3. Lack of
punctualitY. The fire contention has
been attested by the superintendent
of schools, by the high school princi-
pal under whom Vise Morgan has
served during the last school year.
and by the mendsers of the board of
education of former years during
Miss Morgan's incumbency all
era eller.
The second count has been attested
by the superintendent and the high
school principal, and admitted in part
by Miss Morgan.
The third count is admitted in toto
by Miss Morgan
Notwithstanding the facts alinve
set forth, and our feelings that the
schools are best served where there
is absolute harmony and co-operation,
yet, in view of existing conditions in
which the conwnunity has divided it-
self pro and con, and many right
minded citizens have taken decided
stands without a full knowledge of
the facts being %flown, and in view
of the further consideration that the
confession necessarily arising out of
this one case has had, and is having
a had effect upon the entire city
school system, we believe that less
harm wood come from placing Miss
Morgan in the schools than in con-
tinuing the contention which seems
to be growing further from a settle-
ment each day.
In as much as the appointment to
the English position is entirely out
of the question because of reasons
that are evident to all. therefore we
recommend elnit Was Emma Morgan
be placed in charge of the MeKinley
school subject to regulations govern-
, hot the schools.
Those voting for the resolution
were John J. Dorian. Samuel H. Win-
stead. Dr Brooks, Ed Farley„ Arch
Sutherland. Me. Garrison. and, J. A.
Cole. while those opposing it were
Joseph F. Potter, John G. Miller and
Eli G. Boone. All three of the latter
were selected arbitrators by those
school trustees favoring Miss Mor-
gan. and the only reason they op-
posed the resolution Was becanee of
its wording, fearing. it may be con-
strued by some as not completely vin-
dicating Miss 'Moron, who is how-
ever, upheld in her contention for the
position, as shown by getting seven
out of the ten votes. The resolution
reads that certain things were "at-
tested" to by the superinlendent and
principal, but the document does not
state that these "attestations' were
refuted and eontradicted by Miss
Morgan, except in some exceedingly
minor and unimportant parts, which
she readily admitted. As regards the
lack of punctuality, Miss Morgan
acknowledged they were true. but
showed the arbitrators conclusively
the extenuating circemistances previa-
ent, and' which cbteld not be Overcome.
She takes her position right away.
1- • ••••••••1
Expected This Week.
Sept. Lieb does not,know 'Olen to
eitpect Professor Shrieves, the new
instructor in science, as lett Friday
*keg a message came from the latter
erating he accepted the position, he
said he would start in it day or two
from Boston, hie home: This leaves
it a matter of conjecture as to when
She win arrive, bat the ptrintendent
does not look for him before the mid-
dle or last of this week.
Assistant Principal.
Prof. George F. Miller has arrived
from Cape Girardeau, Mo., and yes-
terday morning assumed the position
of assistant principal at the high
school. Be takes the place made va-
cant when PrOfessor Everitt resigned
and went to Sycamore, Ill., to locate
The new man will assist Principal
Payne in the high school depart-
mental work, that of instructing the
different classes in various studies
Professor Miller is a man of exper-
ience and comes well recommended.
Resolutions of Respect.
The high school pupils yesterday
adopted resolutions of sympathy, out
of respect to their teacher, Miss







City Jailer Evitts Came Back From
Memphis Where He and Lieuten-
ant Go For Killing Case.
Rose Johnson, colored, who resides
at 618 Adams street, has bees miss-
ing things from her homei and asked
the neighbors to watch the place
while she was away at her daily
duties as cook to Rev. Cave. Yester-
day shortly after noon the neighbors
saw a clarity enter titie 0. and noti-
fied the woman, *A dw Detective
Baker to slip quickly around to the
residence, where was caught Will
McKinley alias Claiborne' Cowhorn,
coloeed, he having entered the home.
'He was locked up on the charge of
housebreaking.
Runaway Boys.
A colored man of Round Knob, Ill.,
applied to police headquarters yester-
day. seeking assistance to help locate
his two boys who ran away from
home. The officers could not lccate
the lads.
Arrests Made.
Pete Griffin was arrested by
Officers Johnson and Cross last even-
ing on the charge of engaging in a
fight.
Sydney Collier, colored, was ar-
rested by Officer Hurley for sleeping
in a box car.
Enoch Harlan, colored, was ar-
rested by Officer Hessian on a dis-
orderly conduct charge.
Officers Movements.
• City Jailer Thomas Evitts returned
Sunday from Mrmphis where he went
as a witness in the case wherein Will
Lightfoot, colored, is charged . with
murdering Roy Sloane The jury
there had not finished with the case
jest ahead of the Lightfoot matter,
and the jailer came hack home to re-
main until the Lightfoot case was
ready for trial, when he goes Bade, at
will Lieutenant Thomas Potter, who
is also a witness.
'Captain Frank Harlan is off on his
annual vacation, ands his desk is being
looked after by Detective Raker dur-
ing the former's absence.
•••••ares
Fight at Kuttawa.
Hewlet Heron, a farmer of near
Kuttawa, was stabbed nine times
Saturday by Jack Capps, an Illinois
Central railroad section boss of Kut-
tawa An old grudge existed between
them, and meeting they fought it out
Heron may not recover. Capps* is
charged with malicious cutting.
NAVAL RECRUITS.
Office Will Be Opened in Postoffice
Here for These Enlistments. •
P. B. Golden, chief master at arms
of the United States navy, is in the
city arranging for the recruiting of-
fice to be opened in the post office
here. at which place recruits will be
received. Lieutenant J. H. Comfort
and Dv. C. K. Wynn will arrive in a
few days to have charge of the of-
fice. They have four sailor assistants
along with them. Finishing arrang-
ments for the opening here, Mr.
Golden goes to Cairo to establish a
substation, this city being headquar-
ters for both.
Dr. J. W. Pendley has gone to




E ARE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE BEST KENTUCKY
Col sold on the market. Why send your money 'out
of the state when you can buy a Kentucky product
for less money, and get as good fuel for any domestic purpose as
money will buy.
When you buy Kentucky Coal, you
are fostering home and state enter-
prises, and when you buy Luzern°
you are getting the best Kentucky
produces.
We also handle all sizes
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Dr. Boyd Is Authoirrod to Secure
New Nuesee from Louisville—
Monthly Report.
The "visiting staff" to serve at
Riverside hospital during the months
of October and November was se-
lected yesterday afternoon by the
board of hospital tdiroctoirs. which
met in the office of Mayor Yeiser,
the chairman of the body. The
doctors designated for these two
month's service, and the character of
cases they will treat at the insti-
tution, are as follows:
Surgery—Dr. Jeff Roebrtson and
Dr. Frank Boyd.
Medicine—Dr. W. C. Eubanks and
Dr. L. B. Pulliam.
Obstetrics—Dr. Delia Caldwell.
Genito--Urriary--Dr. L. L. Smith,
Eye, ear, nose and throat—Dr. Rey-
nolds.
These professional men give their
services gratis for the two months to
the city patients cared for at the hos-
pital. They relieve the old visiting
staff, which last Sunday completed a
two months' service.
During the meeting of the directors
yesterday the board directed Diol
Frank Boyd to go to Louisville and
procure a number of new nurses who
are needed at the institution on ac-
count of the growing business of the
hospital keeping all the wards and
private rooms filled with patients to
the extent that the present corps of
nurses is inadequate for the needs.
The doctor is to secure as many as
he ?seems necessary.
The monthly statement of the hos-
pital for September show that the
first of last month there were twenty
city patients in the wards, while thir-
teen more were received during Sep-
tember. During September 21 private
patients were admitted. The total
received last month was 34, and to
dismissed. There was one birth there
during the month and three deaths.
The first of this month to private
and 6 city patients were being cared
fo:.
Mks. Henry Smith and children
have gone to Bowling Green, to visit
the former's parents, Mfr. and Mrs.
W. S. Ragland.
Mr. J. W. Boran and wife are
visiting in Mlayfield.
Mrs. Jacdb Luft and child have re-
turned from visiting in Owensboro.
Mrs. E. G. Bryan of Kevil. Ky., iS
visiting her mother, Mrs. Olie Elliott
of North Sixth.
Mrs. J. C. Gilbert is here from Ben-
ton visiting he son, Druggist Jesse
Gilbert.
General Manager John Bleecker of
the traction company, has gone to
Boston on business.
Captain James Koger has gone to
Mlemphie, Tenn., to superintend work
of repairing the Savannah.
—Mr. and Mrs. Willis Gregory
have a boy baby in Chicago. The
mother was formerly Miss Katie
Robins of this city.
GASOLINE USED * PERSONAL MENTION. ORIUUU5 9 FOR
FOR HOT AIR :++++"+++++++++ BUCKET SHOPS
(Continued from Page One.)
books and the enactment of others to
fix the responsibility for carelessness
seem to be the remedies at hand."
Has Appendicitis.
Word from Mr. P. T. Dexter is that
he underwent an operation for ap-
pendicitis at Boston and was doing
well, with fine prospects of recovery.
Mr. Dexter is the esteemed attache
of the accounting department for the
street railway company of this city,
atid left a week or two ago for his
.former home to have the operation
performed. He will return to this
city and resume his position upon re-
covery.
Young Lady Ill.
Miss Augustus Herring is confined
at her home on South Third, street
with deep-seated cold and malaria.
'Getting All Right
Fred Bradner, the circus performer,
continues getting better at Riverside
hospital, where he was operated on
fo appendicitis.
Mother Arrived.
!dirs. Lewis of Henderson, Ky., ar-
rived Sunday to attend the bedside
of her daughter, Miss Agnes Lewis,
who was taken -ill and operated on
fdt appendicitis last Saturday in a
pfilate ward at Riverside hospital.
She was visiting Mrs. Cabell of Sxth
and Clay streets at the time.
Move Home Shortly.
Mr. James Leigh continues getting
better at Riverside hospital, and will
be moved as soon as possible to his
home on Eleventh near Tennessee
street.
+++++++++++ +4
THIS DATE IN HISTORY.
October 1.
* •
331 B. C.—Fate of Persia decided by
battle at Arbela, between Darius, king
of Persia, and Alexander the Great,
the former losing 300,000 men..
322 B. C.—Aristoteles, the celebrat-
ed Greek philosopher, suicide(' by
drowning because he could not satis-
factorily explain the cause of the
tides. He was the first person on rec-
ord who had a private library.
1711 A. D—Mlemorable fire in Bos-
ton, which devastated Cornhill and
other streets and was attended by
cousiderable loss of life.
1746 A. D.—The French East In-
dia squadron at Madras was destroyed
101 a hurricane.
-1803 A. D.—Dieatll of Samuel Ad-
ams, governor of Massachusetts, aged
82.
1865—Gen. Robert E. Lee becomes
president of the Washington college,
Virginia.
1891—Montana visited by a snow-
storm whicff covered the ground to
a depth of three feet.
1893—Over one thousand lives lo,o
and immense damage done by a storm
on the gulf coast.
5895—The Texas legislature passed
the anti-prize fighting bill to prevent
the Corbett-Fitzsimmons contest.
1899—William Jennings Bryan giv-
en an ovation at Dallas, Tx., by
Democrats from far and near.
Mrs. Albert Senser and daughter
have returned f urn visiting in San-
ders, Ind.
Mrs. Victor Voris and daughter
have returned from a two weeks' visit
to Dr. Voris' relatives in Indianapolis,
hid.
Mi. Joseph Rothschild, the tobacco
arummer, left yesterday for a trip
through west Kentucky and Tennes-
see.
Miss Ruth Harper left yesterday
for Cairo.
Me. John C. Noble of Calvert City,
returned home last afternoon, after
coming here to attend the funeral of
his mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Jones
Noble.
Dr. A. H. Flowers of Boston,
Mass., has returned home after spend
lug a few days with Mrs. Bettie Buck
nor of Jefferson street.
Messrs Lawrence Gleaves, Al
Young and Alex Kulp left this morn-
ing for Louisville to attend the
Knights of Pythias grand lodge meet-
ing.
Mrs. F. G. Higgins of St. Louis. is
visiting the family of Ms. W. F.
Paxton.
Mr. Plummer Newell of Fort
Worth, Texas, is visiting his par-
ents, Rev. and Mrs. T. J. Newell.
Mr. Wm. Hendrick returned last
evening from a trip lo Kuttawa.:
'Messrs Barney Cleary and Clar-
ance Ellithorpe leave shortly for a
tour of the West.
Special Officer Dick Tolbert of the
I. C. has returned from attending the
Lightfoot killing case in Memphis,
where he was a witness.
Mr. U. H. Clark has returned from
Mt. Pleasant, Tenn., where he vis-
ited several weeks. 
_
Mr. R. C. iBarrick was here yes-
terday visiting his brother, Conduc-
tor V. P. Barrick of the I. C.
Dr. Carl M. Sears yesterday went
to 'Kansas City on business.
Miss Elizabeth Arnold of South
Sixth, goes to Denver next week for
the winter.
Attorney Cecil Reed Was in Eddy-
ville yesterday on 'business.
(Continued From Preceding Page)
the recent re-arrangement
trackage over the city.
It was ordered that the salary Zit
City Health Officer Wm. Graves be
held back for one month, and the
money used in paying costs in a suit
he brought against the city for back
salary, and which litigation he lost.
The courts tried to make the costs
out of him, but could not, and now
the municipal authorities hold up his
salary, out of which it will be paid
The board of works was requesteI
to spread several loads of gravel on
the alley opening on Tenth between.
Norton and Jones streets, so as to
make the place passable.
An old ordinance adopted, provid-
ing for concrete sidewalks on Fourth
between Norton and Husbands, has
been found to be invalid on account
of certain sentences, therefore a new
bill was ordered drafted and brought
in for this improvement.
The council then adjourned.
board refused E. C. Eaker a license
at goo North Eighth street. At this
place Overstreet formerly ran a
saloon, 'but his license was taken away
because he violated the Sunday clos-
ing law. The council now believe
that although the new license is ap-
plied for in Ed Eaker's name, still in
reality it is for Overstreet, so they
refused it. Oscar Denker's license
was transferred from 1043 Kentucky
avenue to to39 Kentucky avenue.
Deeds were ratified showing Oak
Grove cemetery lots had been sold
by the city to W. J. Hills, George
Weller and Peter Berger. The board
confirmed the sale by J. D. Smith to
R. B. Smith of a cemetery lot, and
also transfer by George Gibson to
Mrs. 0. W. Wheeler of a lot.
A resolution was adopted ordering
that the traction company turn back
to the city of Paducah thranchise
or right the company held certain
streets from which its tracks were re-
moved' after the rails were laid on
other certain thoroughfares, during
of their
S. P. POOL, L. 0. STEPHENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Both Phones No. 110 203, 205 S. Third
....Sterling Silverware..
The variety shown by us afford the widest range for selection. *
no
our prices are very low indeed. Be cure to see the advantages we
are offering this season in silverware.
JI,Wolft Jeweler
Now is the time:for you to fill 'your coallhouse. Lump 12c, Nut 1 lc
Best Kentucky ana Illinois Coat
Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT- Agent for Whitehall and
Agatite Cement. "KING OF CEMENT:,
11. M Cunningham,




MAY SUE FOR DIVORCE FROM
THE AGED NEW YORK
SENATOR.
She May Strike the First Blow While
Senator Is Hesitating
to Act.
New York, Oct. 1.—Mis. Thomas
Collier Platt, the young and hand-
some wife of New York's aged sena-
tor, is at her husband's country seat,
Tioga Lodge, Highland Mills, N. Y.,
preparing to meet threatened legal
proceedings that embody embarrass-
ments from which the average woman
would shrink. Mrs. Platt's prepara-
tions are indeed at the point where
she may strike the first blow. While
the senator has hesitated to act, it
has been known for weeks that airs.
Platt has been seeking the advice of
counsel regarding a proposed divorce.
Rumor has been persistent eventhat
suit had already been brought.
Actress May Figure in Case.
• In the case, if brought, would be a
well-known actress, a favorite in
vaudeville, who sprang into fame by
virtue of a conspicuously beautiful
figure in the days of living pictures.
This actress has, Mrs. Platt alleges,
been a frequent visitor at the sen-
ator's office. Mrs. Platt is said to
have obtained evidence in person
which she will use in framing her
charges.
Frierids of the family do not hesi-
tate to assert their belief that Mrs.
Platt's suit is brought with the hope
of effecting a settlement for a large
mount in the expectation that the
family will compromise rather than
have a scandal aired.
Mrs. Plates son-in-law, Colonel
Francis J. Carmody. is secretly plan-
ning the proceedings against her and
the assured outcome—should no com-
promise intervene—will he a dragging
forth of family skeletons.
Senator Platt in Perturbed State.
Senator Platt is professedly neutral
in the truhle his wife and her statues-
ter's husband, Colonel Carmody. The
fact is, however, that the aged senator
is powerless.
It is said, and not denied, that
Senator Platt is the object of Mrs.
Platt's bitter animosity and, the tar-
get for insult and even vituperation.
He has borne the suffering and
humiliation in silence, so friends as-
sert, rather than bear the shame that
exposure of his domestic miseries
must inevitably bring upon him.
Colonel Carmody, beyond the state-
ment made several days ago that the
ruin of his own home was due solely
to 10s. Platt's influence, will say
absolutely nothing as to his plans.
The powerful friends who have rallied
to his aid are equally reticent. But
from reliable sources the outline facts
of this remarkable case are obtained.
Not long after Senator Platt's se-
cret wedding in this city to the cra-sR-
ing widow, Mrs. Lillian T. Janeway,
Oct. It, 1933, the bride paid her first
visit to the senator's country home at
Highland Mills. There are few more
comfortable and charming places than
Tioga Lodge and Mrs. Platt fell in
love with it. Weeks passed and the
senator's brilliant, youthful-looking
wife had become a familiar figure on
the roads about Highland Mills. Rain
or shine she drove. her daughter be-
side her and the Platt coachman in
attendance.
Expressman Appears on Scene.
Nothing eventful occurred until one
fateful day, when a delivery wagon of
the United States Express company,
of which the senator is president,
'called at Tioga lodge. The man in
charge of the wagon was young and
moderately goodlooking. His should-
ers were broad and he swung a heavy
parcel from his wagon to the roadway
with an ease that told of strength.
Mrs. Platt, seated on the veranda
of the lodge, saw the nung express-
man and signed for the parcel. It
was the talk that night among the
servants in the senator's household
how the charming new mistress had
shown much interest and kindness in
chatting with the young expressman,
even offering to help him to a better
position. The climax of her kindness
came a week later, when the stalwart
youth reappeared. at Tioga lodge with
his trunk. Mrs. Platt had induced the
senator to employ him. His name was
J. K. Hedges.
It was speedily made apparent that
young Hedges was to be no ordinary
employe, but head) coachman and that
his supreme authority in the Platt
stables was bacIcted by the senator's
wife. It was also soon established
that Mrs. Platt would have no other
whip than Hedges and that her fond-
ness for long drives was increasing.
The best gold pens are tipped with
an alloy of osimum and iridium. Gold
pens are alloyed with silver to about
sixteen-karat fineness.
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+ AN EDITOR'S FAREWELL +
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Too often an editor has been forced
to move his .ewspaper plant from
a town, genera:ly for one caur —lack
of support—and indeed he is lucky if,
under these conditions, he has a plant
to move.
Charles N. V4allicier, editor of the
Columbus (Ky.) Critic, announced in
his last issue p rblished at Columbus
that he was comp.elled to move his
plant to Portagsville, Mo. It is bad
for any enterprise to leave a town—
bad for the town's welfare, and when
a newspaper is forced to leave for
lack, of support it speaks very badly
for the town.
Editor Walker. after enumerating
the many enterpr•ses his paper has se-
cured for the town, says:
"Seventeen years ago we thought
that in our travel over thirty states of
the union we had never seen s place
so gifted by na •ire, and that here
must be the land 'If Gilead—the hill
to the east of , mountain of
Moab, and the point we occupied the
top of Pisgah, the same where the
Lord said unto Moses, 'This is the
land which I swear unto.' Colurdbus
is the most beautiful spot in the world
for a city, but, as it may be too long
in attaining its growth, we run the
risk of being buried) 'aver against
Beth-peor, where no one will know
of our sepulcher. During the years
of our residence here we have dis-
charged our duty faithfully. In all
of this long time we have never led
our people astray, and never a word
have we written that was without in-
tent in right.
"We have championed the cause of
the poor, and especially of the very
poor, and we have tried to lift their
burdens from them, when to do it was
an injury to us. We have stood be-
tween them and) combinations that
would have made life more burden-
some to them, for which we received
ample compensation in the knowledge
that our duty had been faithfully per-
formed. We have spurned dishon-
ored dollars, done only those things
which we thought right, but had one
religion—love for those who deserved
it and charity for those who merited
it. We have never failed to con-
demn wrong and uphold right. We
do not believe that Columbus will be
turned into a cornfield because the
Critic is to leave here, but we do
know that Columbus never had a more
sincere friend than we have been, and
it is our hope that soon it may awake
from its long sleep and take on a
new life. It is no easy task to sur-
render a cotnrfortable home and dear
friends, and it is with sadness rather
than delight that we go among
strangers. It is not our desire, but
it is a necessity. If we were so in-
dolent as to be satisfied to spend an
income of about one hundred dollars
a month we derive from an outside
source, then we would remain hese.
For several years the editor of this
paper has brought to this city from
one hundred to one hundred and fifty
dollars x month, all of which he has
spent with the merchants for provi-
sions, dry goods, help, etc. He has
refused to accept business from the
large department stores and mail or-
der houses at prices fully 25 per cent
more than his local advertising rates,
for that would have demoralized the
merchant trade of Columbus. Hellas
bought all he and his family wore
and consumed here, knowing at the
same time that in many instances he
was paying at least 25 per cent more
for the same goods than he would
have had to pay for them elsewhere.
And yet, at the time these same lo-
cal merchants not only did not patron-
ize our advertising columns, but were
actually sending out of town orders
for job printing whicb could have
been more rapidly executed at home,
and in many cases at a much lower
price.
"If we have been a knight errant
holding aloft the flag of freedom, de-
fending the oppressed and avenging
the wrongs of the injured, we have
performed a noble work.
"If, after we have gone, there are
any who regard us with respect, who
have a regret for our absence or feel
that we have done all that we could
to benefit the readers of this paper,
and that we have at all times been
honorable, that shall be a consider-
able inheritance and reduce our sor-
rows at parting with those friends
we have served for seventeen years—
years of unceasing toil, years that have
!brought us no recompense save of ex-
perience, unless our memory is pre-
served for the good we have accorn-
!plished and. the homes that we have
brightened.
"As this is our faresTell to the peo-
I ple of Columbus, we borrow from
1Tom Moore these lines:




Shall this heart rebel!'
"CHAS. N. WALKER,
"Editor The Critic."
Of the 46,216 employes in the postal
and telegraph service of London 7,-557 are women.
The oldest royal house in Europe
is that Of Mecklenburg. It traces its
descent from Genstric, who sacked
Rome in A. D. 455.
GETTING BACK TO NATURE
trench Peasant Who Had His Own
Idea of France's Principal
Danger.
The French peasant who, since thel
days of the revolutioa, has turned all
France into a triad of walled garden,Is still closely in touch with nature,
and in spite of agitators and politi-
cians, his presence In the suffrage, to
which he brings the sense and misfiling
of the fields, makes for national'
health. In proof of this, serfs Teeth'sCompanion, is a little scene reproduced
by one of the authors of "Sketches on
the Old Road Through France to
Florence."
Between Argentan and Alencon the
writer fell to conversing with a peas-
ant who, with tin manse patience, was
engaged in stirring the earth with
vigor Into harvests.- He also professed
himself interested in politics and eco-
comics, and willingly talked on these
Subjects.
"There is eddy see UtIng." the Polio•ant said, at le* "that France has
to fear."
"You mean," said the writer, "this
religious question—the (Repots with
church and pope?"
"No, I 11111't mean that
"Do you think there's any fear of
another German war?"
"I don't know. I wasn't thinking
if that."
"I suppose you are not afraid of so.
idallem?"
"Not at aft."
"Well, then, whet is the only thins
feriae* has to fear?"
"Hail," Said the peasant, and went
on digging.
A SPANIARD'S INVENTION.
Inginicoui Apparatus for the Coshed
of Distant Electric
Power.
Telektno Is the invention of Dos
Bernardo Torres Quevedo, a distin-
guished Spanish engineer, who has
been experimenting successfully with
an apparatus for the control of die
tant electric power by means of wire
tees telegraphy. He intends to ap
ply his invention to vessels and made
his public trials with them. Tbe
transmitting station was • wireless
telegraphic apparatus. The boat oar.
sled a battery of accumulators, a mo
tor for driving the propeller, another
tor the rudder, and two servo motors
for operating the mechanism of the
"tiler motors. The servo motors were
connected directly with the telelrino,
wherewith they formed a single ap
paratus. Hertz waves were received
by the telekino; this controls the serve
motors, which seat currents either to
enstrol the rudder motor or the pro
inner motor so as to govern both the
steering and the propulsion of the
boat Taking up his position at the
transmitting station, Senor cperredio
began manipulating the transmitter,
whereupon the boat, containing nu-
merous press representatives, as if by
magic, slowly moved forward, grade-
idly attaining a high speed, turning,
twisting, tacking, advancing, or re.
setting just as if it were being guided
by an erpert steersman. The boat ex
ecuted all manner of maneuvers with
out a hitch under the sole guidance of
the inventor on shore.
VETERAN POSTMASTERS.
rwo Who Have Served 17nel* Sam
in That Capacity for Very
Long Periods.
Another of the many instanom
where faithful service has proved a
barrier against interference for politi-
cal reasons with the service of a
Massachusetts postmaster is that of
John S. Fay, or Marlboro, who has
been in charge of that office 'lace
April 26, 1866, when he was appointed
by President Johnson at a Salary of
$1,100. He had been successively re-
appointed, twice by Grant, once be
Hayes, Arthur, Harrison and McKin-
ley, and came under Mr. Cleveland's
special caret in each of his two terms
Mr. Fay has over two years yet to
serve under the reappointment given
by President Roosevelt February 28,
1903. when the salary was advsneed to
;2.500 per year.
Milo T." Winchestiir is believed !cs
hold the long-service record as post-
master. He is still performing his du-
ties in charge of the Mike at South
Amenia. Duchess county, New York.
under the commission first given him
July 10, 1849. The record was held fat
many years by Ftoswell Beardsley al
the North Lansing (N. Y.) office. He
was appointed June 28, 1828, and
served until his death, November lt
1902, at the age of 93.
Liquor and Insurance.
At the annual meeting of the AD
stainers' and General Insurance corn
pany held in Birmingham recently tin
chairman announced that the mortal!.
ty rate, favorable tq the company, ot
the lives insured had again been main-
tained and that in the 21 years of the
company's existence the mortality had
not yet exceeded 50 per cent, of what
might have been expected from the
ordinary standard table of the Insti•
tuts of Actuaries, which represented
an enormous saving of interest on cap
Hal that otherwise would have been
paid in claims. He attributed the sat-
isfactory mortality record largely to
the members abstaining from the use
of alcoholic liquor.
Zlectricity ',in Siberia.
Almoat all the towns In Siberia are
having arc lights for street use sad
Incandescent lights for houses, and
the larger proportion of the people is'
Siberia have never seen gas. width
they regard ail an illum,uatt uL'a Pas,
P.
WAS ATTACHED TO DOCL
Singular surgical Operation That Ile•
stored the Use of a
Man's Leg.
Grafting the bone from a dog's tel
onto the leg of a man, to replace some
Ave inches of bone that had been re
moved, and so sawing to the man his
leg, was the reenebable slcal feel
performed by a local surgeon. It we,
the first recorded same of grafting upoe
the human bone the bone of one of the
lower animals, *ye the San Francisco
Chronicle.
The patient, a Swede, 46 years Old,
had fallen about 1.11 fleet to the pave-1
ment, causing • compound fracture oil
the right leg near the ankle. The
fracture resisted treatment, and in the I
course of time five inches of boo. were
removed. It mune& that the only
thing left was amputation. The sun.
geon determined tO attempt to graft
the bone from the foreleg of • dog tothe sawed-off end of the leg bone of
Ibtaina. A moan Mask sad tan dog
was selected for the experiment, placed
under ether. aid his leg prniariel. Thdends of the bolds of the man and thedog were united bo silver wire, and
the dog and man fastened rigidly to.
tether la a piaster pit The report
We:
"The man suffered very little pain
or inconvenience except for two or
three days, during which the dog was
restless and would attempt to move.The more the dog would move themore pain was inflicted upon the man.The dog woo realised this, so that itwas not necessary after the fourth dagto give the dog morphine to keep hintquiet The dog and the man becamevery much 'attached' to each ether."Five week' later the bones bad knit.'ted body and the do removed bysawing or his leg. trother end ofthe new bone was united to the maresbone without ilifectIty. Six month'safter the union the this bone from thedog's leg had gro•ra and developed al-most to the else of the original bone Inthe man's leg The man walks with• cane, bet can get along without it ifnecessary.
TRICK OF COLLEGE GIRL
_
Shoe Clerk Divalges the Scheme by
Which the Gets Matinee
Money.
"What's a fellow goisg to do aboutIt, anyway?" exclaimed a Bostoa oboe
clerk the other day, We the Shoe Re.taller. "It beats me. leers armee inMiss College Maid, and eke is es Des-
ensiling as she can be. She pieta set
a eve-dollar pair of shoes es periled/lovely,' and 'won't we charge them eD ito par which we certainly we' do,
because 'pa' has notified its that his
credit is '0. K.' and is at his daugh-
ter's disposal.
"BM next day in comes Mies Ooilege
Maid with her shoes la a bet nadir
her arm. She would 'really like to look
at those $3.60 shoes,' and she finally Ibuys them. 'Lad reoWt we ghee has !
the &ante back,' eh* says with •
sidle that will tilt most man from
their balance.
"01 coarse, if a man gado Mb a
proposition we'd call the pollee, apt
we're apt to bow to the KW °allege
Maid with the smile, and hand over
the $1.60 to her, as if she had east
for only a pair of extra ahoe Minis
Then while Miss College Maid trues of
to the matinee to spend our rim we
puzzle our beads as to whether we
have been buncoed or whether we lairs
buncoed 'dad,' although, to be mere,
we charge It to his account
"And if a fellow once falls a victim
to the wiles of Mies College Maid he
soon learns that she needs a new pair
of shoes eboilt every time • matinee
Idol comes along."
Volcano Creates Earthquake.
A remarkable example of the elm,
connection of volcanoes and earth-
quakes was observed by the early Span-
ish settlers in San Salvador. When the
water in the crater lake of Ilopango rose
above a certain level earthquake shocks
always followed. So they cut a channel
to allow the escape of the water and to
prevent its rising in the crater. And for
100 years there was no earthquake in
that district. Then the precaution was
neglected, the water rose in the crater
and presently a violent earthquake
shook the country. At the same time
the lake was blown out by a volcanic
eruption.
Japan's Chemical Works.
Japan has 840 factories wherein pro
fessional chemists are employed. Two
if them employ over 600 workpeople,
the others range from 30 up.' In the 840
are included gas works, paper works,
ceramic and lacquer works. Sugar fac-
tories and breweries are not included.
Many of them are stock companies. Of
these 75 produce rhartnecentical prod-
ucts, 95 illuminating oils, 40 matches.
60 indigo, four other colors, four gas and
six incense. Japan's chemical indus-
try emplus 38,691 workmen. In the
match factories there ars five women'
operatives to each man. Soule factories
run 12 hours, but most of them only
ten. Men's wages average 14 ants and
women's ten cents a day.
Height "in French Army.
Sine, the law of 1901 there has been
so limit of height for a French soldier;
dwarf or giant, all must servo Before
that time the limit was only live feet one
inch. Yet the average height was not
yet run down to that of Napoleon's
"graade armee" in its last years and not
long ago it was above that of the Ger-
man army.measnred as a whole.
Never Twice Alike.
"Think it over again, Nanette, before
you refuse me."
"Why should I coasIder yolleproposal
twOo"
remise you WWI& never Wise
—Dorfberbilet,
WAYS OF CHARITY.
The millionaire stood at the foot et
Che throne.
"How are you?" said the poor man.
"Pretty well, I thank you," the mil.
Bonaire replied, in a low voice.
"Dine but last night?"
"Yrie—I thank you."
' "Overeat yourself?"
"Oh, no," said the millionaire meickbt
raising his head. "Oh, no, I have MI
any appetite left."
The rows of poor people behind the
throne grinned.
"Ever give anything to the pear
asked the poor man.
"Yea yea," said the millionaire, em.
lowly. "I sebaeribed M;000 to—"
"Did you =tee it?" waked the poor
man.
"If you wouldn't mind asking one of
my secretaries," the millionaire went on,
Ignoring the last question. "Any of
them would tell yon—"
"Did you ever give away anything
yourself, with your own hand, with your
heart?"
The millionaire's heart beat furiously.
He looked about him for a chance to ea.
esPe.
"I did ones," he said, in a law, hurried
whisper.
"How much?"
"A penny," said the millionaire,
scarcely audibly.
A ramrod man came forward from the
huge company behind the throne and
deposited a penny on the table by the
throne.
"I'll make it $20,000 said the million-
aire, hurriedly.
"Sit down,," the poor man said,
sternly. -By that penny are you saved."
The mIUióiir. oaf lbws and • lady
took his place before the throne.
"I gave some money once to a poor
beggar," she began
"You are very prood of your charity r
asked the poor man.
"I have green away a great deal ton-
Waring," she replied, briskly.
"Considering what, madam?"
"(flu, considering what other people
do," she said.
"'With your whole heart did you We
it, for pity, for reel bole's maker
"I'm not a sentimentalist." she said,
hotly.
"Did you ever ratios to give to any.
war'
"Newer," She said, in a loud voices
"never."
"Never mese? Tine& of 110 years Igor
Rare was a gneetios in Ids adios.
Ike lady turned red and trial to hide
▪ coittlieloa, but • minion pelt of Igge
Mere ea her.
'Osoe4" she said.
°A poor woman came up to me ell 1
Wee gunnies into mit carriage. I wee
may a 101--her votes d.bd • whisper-the looked as if she were dying, mad
she said she was hungry. I told hot •
go away. hated the sight other.
"Did you give her anything?"
▪ " She hang her bead.
"She had a baby?"
• light ame in to the lady's eye,
which turned them from their hardpans
into soft orbs of wonder
"Yes. she had a baby; I gave it a
Sower "
• woman cams out from the great so
gesibl.y and put a roes upon the table
by the theme.
"Yoe' now St down," said the post
Man.
Nov there came a man of about 40 W
stand before the throne. He was vein
exorthiltaly dressed and his mustaceit
was dyed black.
"Yon have dose a lot of charity, have
you not?" solid the poor man.
"Oh, nothing really, you know; motto
be much" he meted.
"Baser*, theatricale, dances?"
"Well, yes, I have done what I could,
don't you know."
"Have a 'Cod time yourself?"
"Oh, yes, thanks," said the man. Wefelt be WU getting on well.
"Did you get into society that war?"asked the or man.
"Yes, perhaps I did."
"Piave you ever given
charity and love?"
The man stood silent for some timeand pondered. Before that vast ameeni-blase his cocksureness was giving way;he began to look shabby.
"Ones," he began. "but that ernsnothing—I was walking home—bet itwon't count—I had no money with mesad a man asked for something; be wascold end tattored ;I gave him the cigar. OFFAC.ES: Bonk" Ky. seOf bagettes not of my came because I lour merry MsrshaLl Cosaty; Paducah. Er-ror him."
Room 114 Fraternity Building.Out of the eroird came • poor men inai little handful of eigarettee tepee New 'Phone 114.U. table. Old 'Phase 4011,
The than of the world had not aolleadhim and the sweat stood on his torehead; he seemed ashamed of his adios"Yen may .eit down," said the poseman, and at the wend of his votes theream looked up anti seeing his gift on thetable he looked with unutterable reliefat the poor man—then sat down.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYKRIL
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Blooms 5 and 6 Register Buddies.







An old, man now came up before thethrone.
"I ain't den* notate' es I can think of,"be said, Ina tattering voice; "I ain't 'ailno mew dor position nor no nothheto give away."
Frets cut the crowd behind the thronethere same SO or 20 men and women,each bearing hi their heads a cup ofsold water.
'Shen thAllailheaaire woke up from niedream NMI shivered with cold. His firewas set, his room was dark, but heresold see he the dim light a ghostly pro-cession of *tarring, cold figures who
passed by and pointed at him.
He rose, shaking, and went to his
desk. Re unlocked a drawer and drew
vet a roll of bank soles. With them in
his heed he passed quickly downstairs
Gad into the Auk isSrl*--94,44 •Chronicle, '
OLIVER, OLIVER & WOR11301
LAWYER.S
Dr. B. Tidal'
Office with Dr. Riese & Rica% sall
North Flish, Boa Phones 355.
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Are a revelation of
end deticious to the
Irbo has akeady used"or
spices.. Our spices are pm..
and fresh, having the s
aroma and fine flavors whielt
nature alone can give. Use






Roma ao? Fraternity Building
Office 'phone 06d 331 R. Residence
'phone old 464.
NOTICE
Highest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
,6 Buy anything and sell everything.
228-22o Court street: Old Phone
1316A.•
Clan .Fransiola






4 Thal rua-dmenh dred tooling is the
fiset synapesen of 10ALARIA, take
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic 'Capsules
Rh* pacific for all malaria.
cured others. Will cure you.








Louisville. K.y., Horse Show: Dates
of sale Seotember 3oth to Oct°
eth, rood inclusive, limit October
soon Round trip rate
Louisville. Ky., Grand Lodge K. of
P. of Kentucky: Dates of sale Sep-
tember 30th, October i it and and,
igen. limit October 6th, itio6. Round
" 4' !r̀.t.itains t.1A0'
gtoel. ity., NE Races: NIS'
cf sl. polober, yail to igh, eps6
!lied cietober tgih, 1905.,
elnila
Louisville; Ky..-Grand Lodge, F.
'&.k 411. Grand Chapter R. A.
. iittse..t.sgle•Lintober Aga mit
spoS6 limit October aoth, loon. Round
ttIMPV 
.1
-e• -1P10.:*-Staee Pain PIP
of sale October 6th mid 0th to s3eit
iaclusiwe, 1903. limit October 15th.
Tool. Ropg4 qig %kat:try
AsbevW., sC
fereore Protester,
Writes of sale Penai‘ ale aikilt
'tpo6. limit November 5th. 1006.
le Dallas, Tex., Inter
Melon of Fire engineers.
sale October als and
ir trOinittrip jai
Benares, the, secred city. of Igdli
is visited attpueliy by nearly 2,0040
o
•Tlite,Nyeretpeco bas more ;rib-
utaries than any other river. The
total number is put at 2500, including
kje
gal
THE TALE OF A TALE
3li.3.144711 1IL Wq11111FIPL
It started on the small sofa in the
alcove beside the reading lamp, and
there were only two people in the
room. One of them *toed on the hearth
rug, with his back to-3.1}e fire, looking
down on the other ..?p.)alae sat, finger-
in, the MS. on hek
• Why do you wan 14 read it?" she
seked.
"Because you egial4„16,14he answereci,with great simplidty.
She frowned. "You ought to say,
It's hecettse rig °Pier 61.0;10a_m.Jo successful, and I get such nice puffs
In the papers:"
"Those reasons may suf5ce for the
rest of the world, but they don't for
met"
Two hours later he stood in his own
front hall, turning his Pockets insideout by the light of the midnight oil,
then he searched the front steps and
examined the pavements outside, and
Pitinilek Donlan "treat to s
certain house UPI a certain Muni hour
of the morning, when he returned to
IFIsi01,14 0 Uttertlig unholy words.
"What are you looking for?" she do
mended on entering the drawing room
theliext ftiorthinit.
"Sothing," lie answered, rising haat:
Illy from an evident inspection of the
Mint. kis face was pale, and his
'earthing eye roamed uneasily over the
Urania..
"I theught you might have dropped
something!" she *Psiteetosi, cansual17."Oh, pe!" Ibi reepouded defiantly.
"Well., what did you Wink of ur
she inquired.
"Oh" he said with a start "Thatstory of yours? It was great-rest0absorbing! I assure you it kept me
awake until four o'clock this morn-
ing!"
"And yet it is com,paretlealy short.
You must read very slowly! Do tellme what you like beat about it."
"Oh, well," he floundered; "I UkedIt all immensely, but what appealed to
me especially was that-er-soepewhen the heroine-er---gets the bestof it."
He felt that he was doing well, butat this point she brought him back teearth.
"Do you think," she asked him, earn.zest and wide-eyed, "that Gregoryought to have done it?"
"Who?" he asked, staggered for ismoment_ "What?" And then recoiled-Lug lalgeself-"Yes." This stoutly. '1think Gregory was perfectly iustilled;I don't see how. itikiter the ,eiregia•Stalulell, be oattid him done otherwise.
gilitelligrieda.that In his edam Ishould have donidget the same thing."-"Mint thrill/19-66e asked, as shepoked ths Are with her back tiirmiLThen, as he did riot answer imametUata.Ity, she said gently; don't thinkyou quits understand what some I re-ferred to, but show you Ins men
moot it you'll.jast hand roe the MIL*
"The MS.?" he queried blankly.
41.2i. MS." she repeated deter.neLnedly..
Me took two turns up and dawn theroom. than faced her, crimson andaresitalien.
mitrentetr sorry 10 Lail 700.6
Z M4 ,hceimely, "that your MB. te-w„egetie blue of her eyes from the
il
trad_ _spun his left betind.•
BARned. "I hope you don't need II
kiBiglatels r'
"N-no," lb* admitted; "not to-day.hut I neatly must dispatch it to the**Ushers to-morrow."
"All right," he said. "I'll call in themorning!"
"With the MS.' she asked hint.
"alWi
l7.
the MS" he echoed, despair.tw 
fttgir
And sii he went out of the hot** heheld a hrisf Wafflings) eonegreatioa,with the batter, opentetilatsd with Ilk 8"9-Sothic bill. and ,then gaped We greet
For sway npare-a priy to thoughta offorgery and flight
It was the next morning and he hadbeen talking volubly, sad on dif-ferent subjects when .-ithe at lengthmanaged to get in a itird.
"Well," ,she faked, "have you gottt
"What?" he enswered quickly. Themeasles? No! Although you seemed40 think so, Paging from the way inwhich you avoided me at the receptiontest.eight, snick main at the opera aft.'Mad. You w6uldn't give me somuch as a bow."
"1 .11411.1. 204 y011," she told him.
"Where-where, was I?" he inter.mined to explain. "In the dress cir-cle, on the opposite side, withglasses leveled on Your box."
"That was a wItateof =0," she saidImpatiently, "and Ito is this. What Isthe -gee hiding-the truthipy
Why will uPt. achn4n1pdge thatyou've lost my MS.?" .
"Because I haven't!" he answered
ai.01"..Lin,..the *axed at
Affitillffidee.teu rritliell4htara youpre res..netble, ad you, Vona!"),0.7,h,N 00r, vadn,„00.11,a•und
orgot your ry," he saidharshly, "it was been
rata, of you. If Ift" itras because y
I--er--lost that Vg.,,
ell! I suppose you know it-I hadalready Jost my heart. That's all.Cipoti,-jay t"
t„nto• aturneeletefitl• iJiut, She -Wasalready at his elbow, and there was711titt ethIbt 111 /ref lilln41=11 Inte*Vifirtparcel-a
.411f• aletwin toyour sto lhig,yinere notgoing 
terming tothe door knob.) "It isn't late, and he.sides--"
I Here she looked up at him, and-sh,gramdietiailka itisaliktersek04.-- Way NOV. _„ ,•Autia.•
NOW,
She Popular Novelist.
.9 Sear you are at work on a me
1."
THE. MULCAHY'S RISE
ROW IT , !RIM GlillAT DM.o is to bring it out?" 00310PO2T."I don't know yet. The highest
bonus I have been offered so far is
only $70,000, and unless the publishers
show an inclination to be more liberal
I may burn it. I can't afford to
&mina my„wqrk in the estimation of
;he public."-r-chicago Record-Herald,
34kir9tog StupidltY.
"Well, 411.,teell!' said the disgusted
politician, throwing down his paper.
"They've gene and nominated Bullfinch
for congress:"
"Mr. Rufus Bullfinch?" asked his wife.
"Yes."
"Why, he'l a good man. teal he? I've
always heard people speak well of him."
"That's just IL We could have won
h•re this fall with anybody."--Chicago
Record-Herald.
In the days when the Mulcahyulived in the "Petah," Mulcahy, senior,
bad been the dominating force in thehousehold.
..MUltilille worked faithfully at the
iffs !pet year in iland year out untamp, 1:esinreeasedta4 commAti 
wealth.
a sev yeingsacunt
:Airtime, In the galae of the saperin
dent of a stone quarry, knocked at thedoor of the cottage down In tho"Patch," with the announotene=the owner of the quarry was






came to the Mulcahy girls the natural
desire to better their residence. They
bombarded
albairdshede wthoeuirldimthitay Zsahm'n'Ttianlitioh9•11elvy,eto ask himself." "Himself" ff.nmgflood ,3gau Gene, with a growl every time theithe sub,-Cholly-I say, OM 'chap-is it trw' 4e tem litor ed to hip that the oldthat yoush witg, hpot,Fes:•-eloped with 1" plitooThia
4 gOlid :41444g4 for theirour valet' 
Ferdy-Ya-as. Diagustire, isn't It?
Cholly-Cheer up,- me boy-don't
take it to heart, yinknow.
Yerdy-But, confound it, where am




Friona-Going to convict that bur,
ear?
Prosecutor-It can't be done.
Friend-Why, the evidence seems
plain enough.
.Frailecutor--.Yes; but the house he
robbed was occupied by the president
of a life inenrance company.--Chicago
Bus
The Only Hope.
Mrs. Whoopier-You tell me, Herr
Voglesclualtml, that my daughter can
sever become a singer! Is there no hope
tor-isirr.
Herr Vaselachnitzei-Vell, matam,
you mighdt put her on a diet of canary'
seed, alretty, undt see vat dot vill do wit
her.-Puck.
Always the Contrary.
Sharp-What do you think of Gaylord
from a moral point of view?
Blunt-Well, I don't know much
about him, but his wife says he is posi-
tively wicked.
Sharp-Huh! In that case he must be
an angel.-Chicago Daily News
mother and their father and that itwould have to be good enough Mr
them.
Bet their constant pleadings and
complainnigs _won from their
father • reluctant ocnelnett to Purchasea house more euttect,to their improved
fortunes. Marion, who had been Mary
Ann, Juliette, who had been Julia.
and Marguerite, who had been Maggie, .1
!Wally decided on a residence in an m-
aladiet ieighharhood fainting a smait
parkwi.i. Mrs. Ifalealy packed her
few belongings with a sigh. The con-trol of the house had been shifted fro*
.,leyesniali to the three daighlers. Sheandennited trouble, for their, stiparwie-lon was certain to be more room&
'than, that of her husband had been.
Faun morning till eiSlit It wns fault-finding in the house of Mulcahy. The
three girls were dissontented. flag
would not even acknowledge to them-
selves that the real realign for their
disquiet was the feat that the society
which they had expected to be gladly
received in, once they had left the
"Patch," had taken absolutely no no-
tice of them. Not one of their new
neighbors had called on them. When
they sauntered forth in the afternoons,
brave in their finery, they met no one
who knew them. They were lonely,
desperately lonely. They threw all the
Main, Ilistr.laalrr pt social moons
on :Mir poor mother. Their childish
dread of their father prevented them
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRSCTED MAY 30, zgo6.
SOUTH BO No. 1 (33 N u. UND No. 101 ( L I
Leave Lonieviftei 
am 8 :20 8.ra 6:oo p.m
Leave Cincinnati 
Leave Owensboro 
uncut p.m. y:40 p.m.
6:3o p.m. ch:oo
Iirseve Horse Branch  2:28 p.m. 120 11112. 11.05Leave Central City  3 :an, p.m. T :03 a..n1. 
2 .50 
Lore Nor t onvill e  4.'O8 p,ni. 14o a.m. 1:28
e Evansville  12:50 p.m. 4:40 E1.111. E.30
awe Hopkiasville  









,;. 6:15 p.m. 3:45 a.m.
Phsellio &Fletosn 
2c) p.m. 4: a.m.
hb , Tens'.  8226 p.m. Biel a.m.Itortve Rives  8:13 p.m 6rI a.m.likeive Jackson • IT • • 7:15 am.adise Memphis  21:10 p.m. fisio a.m*time New Orleans  10:35 a.m t rts p.m.
.Princtples o ediatja.. from daring to correct him. Jeremiahilinenianies wan founding 41 111,eciaaas aordially bated the elaborately deco-medicine. Heed rooms of his new mansion."he ithaerTed• -We 004 Oil "Maybe Ws all right, Nary Ann," hi
I
ris, re relative* of saki dabfingsly to his wife, Int I'd
" a pleas where I could s lamoke entered tits'.1peees. Nary Ann Won't let me smoke
in the parlor and 'Julia won't let me
monks in the library, and MaggieThat's Different. 
:Waal let me smoke on the porch, and"So." said We tourist, "you don't Lady out yazzdarpointed IaIt la the wheat belt?".74.0esir.,, reviled th. tramp 
• 
..warir ta the direction of the kitchem--"won't- let ine AM mo foot in there at all."too WWI ter get-"
All this did the little old weame
have to endure, until finally her health"--erway trom."--9;ticago Sen.
gave way under the strain of lonell-
After Worms. 4,0ces and worry aud a real hormalc.k-
ness for the plaoti ahe OM called borne
"liVhy did you fly down so close to that
man reading on the beneb?" asked the for 9° l°14. Markin prOmPtir decidedmother robin of her offspring, that her mother _needed a European-somebod y told we It was a book, tour. She suggested it to the doctorworm," replied the hungry young bird. tentatively. The doctor was one of-Tonkin Statesman. the few of whom the haughty Marion
was afraid.
C bination Changed. "I thick that your mother needs oh-
om
Pailenee-I thought you said Will had solute rest and quiet," he told her.Lb. key to your twert? He held an earnest conversationPatrice-4o ha had; but slum I met afl with old Jeremiah with the result thatthese imp at the beach, this summer, I the latter announced that he would ac'think he's lost the co n.-Yonk. company Mrs. Mulcahy and that heera Statesman. would not tell one of them where they
were Aping. The three stormed andClever Scheme. 
' relied, but their father was adamant.Mrs. 'Ts/ter-Mrs. DeSpinrce told MI Not a word did they bass tam themthat the WM res140nne they're build foe three wanks. 10 this time theying has five entrances.
elves that'll 
Tthealltelr-1 ,Wta•elpl, wtohneln. withal% wagon rar.01. dowTai tiii nkraufrethaze yiraboldtsrenear jest. Thedelloth hong":
uliette met actvrn town old Mrs.pwhile.-Trwar. 
Daly, who had dyed next to them in
the "Fetch.' There was no evadingTHR 31ID3'11 TASK
the lady. Juliette assumed her most
frigid manner, but Mrs. Daly shattered
it with her first sextettes: "I thought
you Ns ere away while your father and
mother were over ta the old house."
"In the cid homer cried Juliette.
"Whore else but in the old house?"
demanded Mrs. Daly. "And it's a fine
sight better your ma ie since she came.
suppose you'll be rarer now that
you've come homer
Under cover of the darkness that
night the three sisters went to the old
bowie that they had never expected to
,be rorced to enter again. As Marguer-
ite opened the tipor, Mrs. Mulcahy
looked up from her knitting. Jeremiah
removed his pipe from between his
teeth to, bid them *IMOD. The three
•-•• had sot Talted or the itivitinion. Theyat' big i• .44 alreany begun tlude !term againstyoi
. the citadel of such folly as they sawf'"'"-am yudtwea___enmos that, odorgel ibintare them. They wept...they scolded.












4614ve,,hi efliPhis  
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Ifh..litre Nashville  9:29 p.m.
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No. 306 No. 374
111:40 P.m. 4:20Arrive Carbondale  425 P.m. 8:40 p.m.Areeve Chicago  6:30 a.m. 051ao a.m.%Mite St. Louis
NORTH HOUND
Leave Paducah 
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..
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Trains marked (*) run dally except Sunday. AU other trains randaily. Trains 163 sad 104 carry through dampers between Cincinnati,Memphis and New Orleans; tsaine tat ana too sleepers between Louis-ville, Memphis and New Orleans, Trains 8o1 and 823 sleepers betweeereeseah and St. Louis. Troia Soi mniseets at East Cairo with Chicagosleeper. For further information, nevem.
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Tisket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.P. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo single, Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A, Clime, AA
-77=r
peke State Journal.
';It'a, 011rs:" laid ths. old,n, "and • 41111014i-tynt+ Aighlon!,..pilt#3.7.3Q.Worse Still. I frit me hertn elletgetier4161:414110for days that are 241.80reb 1 ail ou catuktax pr 
u
„Tythem 60 I isistent: are going to end our days in 0024. Oriare those 
You have what you want. Wetoo often, like the fist 1 , kvis co t*.ik)it • we went 9or.'1





.N...49AISSIMI SkialialS4 : Annan the two places."
Marion who) been Misr a.iiii:.Aseounteter; 





d-.-Ath,. ketisieomil In 704tritetid man held the balance of1amily1-N. Y. Sub. Itor. They looked at their moths st,
Musty:eV/1°41 1En). moneil M4.411:111.1:lh7 ISUI:r14141angrily, but he was 11100kingr his.Pipematters tgro heads are better than one.
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4ND OAK FLOORING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND—OUR OWN MAKE
Pine
Yellow U Gum M
Poplar Beech





Both Phones 26 We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.
& Bailey Show" "Dog 
$20,000 DAMAGE"Horse Spow" "Barnum
Show"




The best equipped prescription de-
partment—Finest line of toilet
atticles and perfumes—Purest and
fteshest drugs and chemicals—Larg-
est line of surgical supplies.
"BRING US YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS"













Mt. Carmel, 2.2, rising.
Nashville, 17.7, rising.
Pittsburg, 5.8, falling.
Davis Island Dam, 3.8, falling.
St. Louis, 12.2, rising.
Mt. Vernon, 9.9, rising.
Paducah, 13.1, rising.
The towboat Bernice gone to the.
Tennessee river after ties.
The Russell Lord arrived Sunday
from the Tennessee river, with a tow.
The steamer Clyde came out of the
Tennessee river last night and lays
here until 5 o'clock tomorrow after-
noon, before skipping out on her re-
turn for that waterway.
The Buttorff left yesterday for
Clarksville and, returning tomorrw,
skips out for Nashville.
The Reuben Dunbar comes in to-
day from Evansville and gets out im-
mediately on her return.
The Henry Harley yesterday went
to Evansville and comes back torno-
Tow.
The City of Saltillo passed up this
morning bound for the Tennessee riv-
er from St. Louis.
This morning at 8 o'clock the Dick
Fowler skips out for Cairo. She
comes back tonight.
WATER NOTICE.
Patrons of the Water Company are
reminded that their water rent ex-
pired September 30. Those who de-
sire to renew them should do so be-
fore it is forgotten, as all premises
not paid for on or before October
to. will be shut off.
The prompt payment of water
rents will save vexation and cost to
the consumer, and unpleasant duties




\V t' tarry a large assort-
:Jilt of fine wines forle and medical use. •
OUR COOKING
SHERRY
is a pure, first quality,
domestic wine, of full age
ahd rich flavor in half gal-
lon bottles for $1.25.






(Confirmed from Page One.)
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expedition sent fro::: here yesterday
to Coden was to give the people
clothing with which to cover them-
selves. The suffering has been in-
tense at Bayou Labatre and is still
acute. Members of the relief com-
rn:ttee which visited that place yes-
terday reported that they were fol-
lowed through the streets by little
children who were crying and beg-
ging piteously for a piece of bread.
A large number of tents were taken
t Dauphin Island last night and
!Lore will ne taken today.
Mobile Recovering.
Mobile itself is rapidly emerging
horn the confusion caused by the
storm. Large gangs of men were
kept working all of Sunday in clear-
ing the streets of debris.
Three of the street car lines have
.been put in operation for the first
time since Wednesday. The confus-
sion at the docks is rapidly being
repaired, and business will be at nor-
mal as soon as the railroads are able
to run trains.
As yet the I. & N. is still disablel,
and is the only road which is not
able to maintain a schedule. It will
certainly be the best part of a fort-
night before it will be running trains
between Mobile and New Orleans.
The Southern and the M. & 0. are
running trains as before the storm.
Along the Coast.
The situation along the coast to
the west of the city is now fairly
well known. At Scranton, Miss., one
church, the 0,dd Fellows' Hall and
several buildings were blown down.
At Pascagoula Beach not a residence
is left standing, the water front at
that point is cotailiktely torn up, and
the lighthouse there has been badly
damaged.
The revenue cutter Winona, for
which much fear was entertained, is
now known to be safe. The crew of
the cutter rescued the keeper of the
Pascagoula lighthouse and his fam-
i:y during the storm
Lighthouse Keeper's Heroism.
The keeper of the Horn Island
lighthouse, just outside of Scranton,
lost his life. The captain of a tug
which came near the house at the
commencement of the storm urged
him to leave, but he refused to aban-
don his post, and in a short time was
drowned, the entire end of the island
on which the lighthouse was sit-
uated is said to have been carried
away by the waves.
At Biloxi the damage has been of
a minor character to buildings. Every
bathhouse in the 'place is gone, and
the 'beautiful driveway along the
coast at this point has been destroy-
ed. Boats which from time immem-
orial have found refuge from all the
storms that blew by fleeting into the
back bay at Biloxi were granted no
such immunity on Wednesday, as the
waves ran high in the air, and many
1
 
of the boats that sought refuge there
were sunk, and all of them were had.
ly damaged.
At Pass Christian so lives were
I lost and the damage was slight. The
i‘s tecking of a few houses comprised
ithe damage at Gulfport. and no lives
were lost there.
Vessels Lost.
.Flive out of eight vessels at Ship
Island at the time of the storm were
heached and two will be total wrecks.
Several vessels, the names of which
are unknown, are ashore off Horn Is.
land, and the small islands marking
the passage between Dauphin Island
and the mainland 'have been destroy-
id. TliC beacon lights on this part
of the coast are not greatly damaged.
The schooner Alice Graham, of Mo
bile, is known to have been lost with
her crew of six men. This boat has
been pursued by an evil fate, and
betides having various mishaps from
time to time, was wrecked in the
great storm of 1893, when several
people were lost from 'her.
The known dead at Dauphin Island
are Capt. John Wroten, of the scho6n
er Irene; Capt Robert Peters, of the
schooner Imuisa B., and Mitchell
Pizell, mate of the same boat. Four
bodies have been picked up in the
water near bauphin Island and have
been buried there. Two Were evi-
dently.; sailors and two were boys..
CHIEF LEAVES
FOR MEETING
+ + + + + + + + + + + + -1
POPULAR WANTS.
4. • • • + + + + + f
WANTED—To buy Second hand
shoes, large sizes. T. B. Jones. sao
Kentucky Are —
CHIEF JAMES WOODS GOES TO , 
FIREMEN'S OATH- FURNITURE bought sod sold.
ERING. Williams, 9311 South Third street
Now phone 000.A.
438 South Second
Stationmen Have Quit Pouring Water
on McKinnie Ruins, Which
Still Smoke.
Chief James Woods of the fire de-
partment leaves next Saturday for
Memphis, where he remains for a day
or two before proceeding on to Dal-
las, Tex., to attend the annual gath-
ering of the Association of Fire
Chiefs of the United States. He will
be accompanied upon his trip by his
niece, Miss Elizabeth Weise, the pop-
ular milliner.
The gathering will be one of the
largest ever held by the organized
body of chiefs, the membership in-
cluding all ohieftains over the coun-
try. The session will last for several
days. Chief Woods expects to be
gone about ten days, during which
time the department here will be in
charge of Capt. Jack Elliott of the
Jones street station house, who was
directed by the commissioners to be




The firemen have quit pouring wa-
ter upon the burning sawdust and
ruins of the Mcinnie plant in Me-
chanicsburg, as there is no danger,
although the ruins continue smoking
Maager Decker expects to commence
tearing away the old timbers, etc.,
soon, in order to re-construct the
buildings to be occupied by the new
cereal plant.
The people on Dauphin Island suffer-
ed great hardship during the storm,
and for twenty-four houres they
were in great danger.
ENTIRE WATER FRONT
At Pensacola is a Mass of Tangled
Wreckage—Fleets Destroyed.
Pensacola, Fla., Oct. 1.—It is dif-
ficult to give any adequate idea of
the magnitude of the storm devasta-
tion here. The entire water front is
a mass of tangled wreckage. The
costly, bridge of the Louisville &
Nashville railroad, spanning Escam-
bia Bay, was demolished, and it will
he many days before trains can go
eastward. Officials of the road be-
lieve the foundation is intact, and
the work of rebuilding will be be-
gun as soon as possible. Train ser-
vice rukth has been restored.
Out of fifteen fishing schooners ot
F. F. Saunders & Co's. fleet only one
is afloat. Warren & Co's. fleet suf-
fered equally, only one being undam-
aged. The others are on the beach,
;rid some of them broken up. The
tug Monarch and Mary L. Lee are
high and dry in Pine street.
The pilot boat Pilot and the dredge
C.,ucus :ire safe.
Among the ocean- going craft 'hard
aground are the Norwegian ship In-
grid, Norwegian bark Heimdal, Nor-
..%egian ship Avanti. Portuguese ship
Ferreira, schooner Donna Christina,
Swedish bark Alfhild, Not wegian
bark Herefo-d, German bark Maria.
Swedish hark Neach, Italian bark
Olivari and Norwegian bark Superb.
UMBRELLA repairing done at
311 South Third street on short no
t,ce.
• 
WANTED FOR U. S. ARIMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
sires of as and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character an toospe-
rete habits, who can speak, read and
write bilish. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
'mud House, Paducah, Ky.
The fishing smacks Lottie Hoskins
cord Carrie E. Chase and the lighter
Ir:sh crashed into the bay shore
home of Laz. Jacoby, and th ecrew
of the Chase were rescued fc.Jin the
front gallery of the residence.
It is estimated that 300 people are
homeless and in want, but citizens
are raising a fund, and it is not now
bqieved that ztiy outside aid w II be
needed. Mrs. T. F. Mathews, wife
of the bridge tender at Escambia
Bay, and two children were carried
awili in their house and were drown
ed despite the frantic efforts of Mr.
Mathews to rescue them. Dr. R. G.
White, in charge of quarantine sta-
tion, and his wife are masses of cuts
and bruises where they were whip-
ped by wind and waves before they
were rescued by the quartermaster
E t e am er Poe.
MILES OF LAND INUNDATED
By the Storm in the Mississippi
River Delta.
New Orleans, Oct. t.—Reports that
probably a dozen lives were lost and
that 'hundreds of square miles of land
were under eighteen inches to four
feet of water during the hurricane
on the Mississippi river delta were
brought here today. The inundated
tract begins fifty to seventy miles
below New Orleans and is mostly in-
habited by fishermen and oystermen.
Messages which left these villages
Saturday said that up to that time
several were still missing.
The tug R. C. Veit, which was tied
up during the hurricane about sev-
enty-five miles down the river, took
aboard eighteen refugees during the
night.
BOY'S BODY CUT IN
TWO BY STREET CAR.
Lad Meets Death at Maysville While
Playing Ball Near Track.
Maysville, Ky . Oct2.—William
Candy, aged ten, was run over by a
strret car and his body cut in two
across the abdomen yesterday morn-
ing. Young Candy, with several
other lads, was playing ball at Sec-
ond and Walnut streets, Candy was
close to the street car tracks, and the
ball was struck and rolled across the
tracks. The boy started for the ball
not noticing an approaching electric
car. 
I
He ran in front of the car and
before the motorman, John Leirnan,
could stop the car, it had struck the
boy knocking him down and passing
over his body. Coroner Orr wa; noti-
fied, and after hearing testimony, re-
turne4 a verdict of accidental death.
Music Rolls and Satchels
Get Ons awl Protect Your  Ilarla From Damage.
Here A re Some of Our
Special Values
No, 1. Seal Grain Leatherette, mighty good 25cNo 2. Fabrikoid Roll, pisse attached, good enough  5ocNo. 3. Solid Patent Leathtr Roll, worth $1.25, for 75cNo. 4. Saddlers Leather Roll, most durable made  $1.00No. it. Leatherette Satchel, our biggest value ' $1.0oNo. 20. Saddler's Leather Satchel, worth $350, for  $1.goOther Rolls and Satchels in all colors $1.co to $sooWe are showing the biggest selection and finest valuesever brougrt to Paducah.
D.f.Wilson at tlirbourskpartment Store
 -Mb •
Abram L. Well & C9
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 734
a •
We have on hand
For Sale
3 /fares Power Motor.
I 5 Horse Pewee Motor.
s% Horse Tower Mt**.
Norm Petrov ISslor.





in the thy—money lashed on
bettinass strictly conAdential.




all valuables at the lowest taterest—all
Just Received a Big Lot
of shot guns including all the high-grade makes each as L. C. Smiths—
Parker-La FeevPr etc. We have tbc. Remington automatic shot gun.
Also Bargains in all
kinds of p'stols, watches, diamonds, rings and the most complete line of
musical instruments in the city.




Subscribe For The Register'
BUY BEFORE COAL ADVANCESDont, Wait
TOO LONG Genuine Tradewater
Real Pittsburg
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY
COAL
West Kentucky Coal Co.
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio 
catpdammn.
Both Phones:--254
,bovs,„
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